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UNEMPLOYED FRENCHMEN
An Associated Press despatch from Paris states that there
are 8?0.000 unemployed ln the former French capital. How
come that there are so many persons left ln that city after the
terrific onslaught made by the Germans earlier ln the year.
There must have been some slight errors ln the reported
losses.

IF SPAIN GETS IN

»

The possibility that Spain may get into the war on the
side of the Berlin-Rome axis causes chief concern, lt seems,
because of the moral effect it might hove upon the Latin
American countries which have such a large Spanish and
German population. They do not predominate, to be sure, but
they are experts in the matter of propaganda, and could do
much to stir up trouble.

“SERVILE SATELLITES"

Virginu Gayda, the much quoted Italian editor, de
nounces the Turks as "servile satellites of the British, and
the American columns which stand beside them." We are
not in Gayda’s class as journalists, and if we should say what
we think of Mussolini's cowardly policy, ln waiting to see
which way the cat was jumping, lt would literally and fig
uratively burn up the newspaper columns. “Servile satel
lites!” Heavens to Betsy, what other term could be applied
to Italy and some of the other nations which are polishing
Adolf riitler's footwear?

FERNALD'S GOOD WORK
Hats off to ex-Senator Roy L. Pemald of Winterport who
has organized nine Willkie clubs ln Waldo County. No sulk
ing or soreheadism In that comer.
A. F. L. DECLARES NEUTRALITY
'Bangor Daily News)

Perhaps the most significant political action ln the cam
paign so far has been the policy of neutrality announced by
the American Federation of Labor. It is sticking to its tra
ditional non-partisan role and advising members simply of
the party platforms and the records of the candidates for
president and vice president without any recommendations.
Labor, thinking men and women whose stake in America
is their very all, will weigh carefully the fact that unemploy
ment has Increased during President Roosevelt's second term
to 9,600,000; and that these millions are either seeking their
jobs or are being supported by their wages, in the form pf
taxes and social security payments. They will think seri
ously before giving a third-term mandate to an administra
tion whose only contribution to relieve this unemployment is
the present spurious defense boom plus a policy of relief that
pauperizes the receivers and penalizes the workers.
Labor has already had a forthright description ot Willkie's
policies toward skilled and unskilled workers, organized and
unorganized He believes absolutely in the right to collective
bargaining, he hates a wage chiseler and pledges a fair mini
mum wage and fair working hours and conditions, he will con
tinue relief so long as it is necessary, and will maintain and
extend the social security system. These are minimum pledges.
Labor, ln addition, has this to consider. That Willkie
knows how to make jobs, that he has come up the hard way
and wants every man to have a square shake like himself, that
he has the confidence of industry, that he finds the country
behind as a result of new deal restrictions some 700.000 new
businesses, that hls program of free enterprise will set these
undertakings under way and provide some ten million jobs.
His program of work and sweat, of production for prosperity,
of speeding up defense, of a close-mouthed diplomacy until
he has forged a big stick with which to make the voice of
America heard, is designed to give labor the greatest life in
our history, along with all the rest of us who want to make
our own way and do not want to be a drag on Uncle Sam or
anyone else.
FRESHMAN PARENTS’ DAY

gram of Freshman Parents’ Day on
The University of Maine will act Saturday, Oct. 19. Invitations to
as host to the parents of Freshman all parents of first-year students
are being sent from the University
men and women ln the annual pro- inviting them to visit the campus
on this weekend to se» and partici
pate in the regular life of the UniTURKEY SHOOT
I versity. Features of the day In
elude a Freshman and a varsity
ALL DAY SUNDAY, OCT. 13
Starting at 10 o'clock
football game. Inspection of the
WINSTON'S FARM
! campus, R.O.T.C. drill, and tn the
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17 evening a brief Informal dinner and
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns I program for parents, faculty and
121-123 freshmen.

LETTER WRITING WEEK, OCTOBER 6 TO 12

CORN PLOWING TIME
Regulation Promulgated by the Commissioner of Agriculture Under
Authority of Section 16 ot Chapter 43 of the Revised Statutes
and Chapter 45 of the Public Laws of 1935
Pursuant to the authority granted me by Chapter 43. Section 16. Revised
Statutes 1930. 1 hereby designate the following districts as being known »r
suspected of being Infested with the European corn borer, to wit: AU of York.
Cumberland, Oxford. Androscoggin, Sagadahoc, Lincoln. Kennebec, Knox and
Waldo Counties or any of the following towns in Franklin County—.fay, Phillips.
Chesterville. New Sharon, Wilton. Farmington, Industry. New Vineyard, Strong,
Temple. Carthage. Weld. Avon. Perkins Plantation, Washington Plantation or
any of th» following towns In Somerset County—Detroit. Pittsfield, Canaan,
Skowhegan. Norridgewock. Smithfield. Mercer, Starks, Fairfield, Palmyra, St.
Albans. Hartland. Cornville, Madison. Anson
Kipley, Harmony, Cam
bridge. Athens, Solon. Embden, New Portland. Bingham. Concord, or any of
the following towns in Piscataquis County—Parkman. Sangervllle. Dover-Foxrroft, Atkinson. OrnevUle, Wellington, or any of the following towns In Pennbsrot Countv—Hampden, Newburgh. Dtxmont, Plymouth. Etna, Carmel. Her
mon, Bangor, Veazie, Orono Old Town, Glenburn. Kenduskeag, Levant, Stetson.
Newport, Corlnna. Exeter, Corinth, Hudson, Bradford, Charleston, Garland and
Dexter.
I
“Any person growing corn of any kind or other vegetation subject to In
festation by the European com borer, shall, not later than November first ln
the year in which said corn or other vegetation Is grown, plow the land on
which said corn or other vegetation was grown In a manner which shall be
satisfactory to the said commissioner of agriculture or hls duly authorized
agents, or'shall pull up said stubble and destroy it by burning. Any person
who uses corn stalks as fodder and who stores them for that purpose shall
feed or destroy all surh corn stalks not later than the tenth day of April in
the year following that In which the said com shaU have been grown.
“fiec. 17. Penalty. Whoever violates any quarantine regulations established
by the commissioner of agriculture under section fifteen and whoever neglects
or refuses to comply with the requirements of section sixteen shall be punished
bv a fine of not less than ten dollars, nor more than fifty dollars. Municipal
courts and trial Justices shall have original jurisdiction concurrent with the
superior court of actions brought for the recovery of penalties Imposed by this
chapter and of prosecutions for violations hereof."
The above regulation shall become effective October 1, 1940 and is hereby
adopted and I have today signed the same with my hand and affixed the Seal
of the Department of Agriculture.

F. P. WASHBURN,
Commissioner of Agriculture
State of Maine
October 1. 1940.
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NAMED AS ACTING POSTMASTER

The Black Cat

PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR
The Congress of the United States having declared that "lt is
Imperative to Increase and train the personnel of the armed forces
of the United 8tates"—thus providing for the common defense, it
shall be the duty of every male citizen, and of every male alien, who,
on the day or days fixed for the first and subsequent registrations,
is between the ages of twenty-one and thirty-six, “to present him
self for and submit to registration at such time or times, and place
or places." as prescribed under the Selective Training and Service
Act ol 1940.

In accordance with the provisions contained In the regulations
for Selective 8ervice, and embraced by Executive Order No. 8545,
signed by The President Sept. 23, 1940, I, Lewis O. Barrows, Gov
ernor of Maine, do designate and proclaim

[EDITORIAL]

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October 8,1940

Tuesday
Issue '

Predictions Are Verified As James Connellan Receives the Appointment
The appointment of James Connellan as acting postmaster, an, _ ,
... , , .
nounced Sunday In a Washington
Associated Press despatch, comes
as no surprise to those who recog-

February, 1935, and served for one
year.
He is widely known throughout
, the state because Qf h,s ,nterest
j jn athletics—particularly baseball
’ football and basketball. Formerly

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1940
(between the hours of 7 a. m., and 9 p. m.) •
AS

REGISTRATION DAY
and do enjoin upon all officials of the State of Maine, and of its
counties and municipalities a full co-operation in effecting regis
tration as required under the selective Service Act. In view of the
personal sacrifice to be made by the men who are being registered
for military service, it is deemed fitting that the registration be
conducted by citizens, including he regular election officials, who
volunteer their services as a contribution to the national defense.
Accordingly, no compensation shall be paid for the services of the
registrars, and ln like manner will members ot local selective service
boards contribute their services.
Further, it is provided that every person subject to registration
is required to familiarize himself with the rules and regulations
governing registration and to comply herewith. If a registrant or
person required to present himself for and submit to registration
“fails to perform any duty prescribed by the Selective Service Act,
or directions given j ursuant thereto, within the required time, he
shall be liable to fine and Imprisonment ... ”
In the matter of absentees. Chapter 244 of said Act, provides
that any man subject to registration who Is absent from hls home
or precinct on Registration Day shall be permitted, for his own
convenience, to register at any place of registration, and he shall
there be given a registration certificate.
Delayed registration has been provided for men distant from
their homes attending training camps, schools, colleges; persons at
sea and abroad, the sick at home or in hospitals, as well as those
in institutions for the insane, jails, penitentiaries and reforma
tories. It is further provided that any man who for any reason fails
to register on the day fixed may present himself before any local
board which shall register him and, If he has a valid reason for
having failed to register, shall Issue him a registration certificate.
That all possible assistance be made available, I respectfully
Invite the Maine Department of the American Legion, the Vet
erans of Foreign Wars, the Spanish War Veterans, as well as mem
bers of the State Bar Association, to volunteer their services to ad
vise and aid registrants in the proper and prompt preparation of
questionnaires.
Believing it most appropriate to the occasion, I call upon the
citizens of Maine, organizations—civic, patriotic and fraternal—
guardians of public buildings and of places of business in general,
to fly the Stars and Stripes from homes, business institutions,
schools and colleges, and further direct that the Flag be displayed
from all State Buildings and properties under its supervision on
Registration Day. Street displays available in some communities
should be made a part of this display of out patriotism.
Acting under the authority vested in me by the President of the
United States, I, as Governor of Maine, have caused to be estab
lished in all precincts of the State of Maine, suitable quarters for
the registration of all male residents, or male aliens, between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty-six. within the confines of our State,
as wkell as those of other States who may be ln the Maine registra
tion area on the day appointed for registration. In all quarters set
apart for registration the American Flag shall be prominently
displayed.
Regulations prescribed under the Selective Training and Serv
ice Act of 1940. make it incumbent upon the Chief Executive to direct
distribution of registration cards and registration certificates, and
such other printed material used in the registration of men, in all
communities of the State: Including those for all residents of Na
tional Parks and visitors present therein, registration to be con
ducted by the Director of the National Park Service; for all en
rollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps, registration to be in
charge of the Director of the C.C.C.
Citation is given the purpose of Selective Service “as an orderly.
Just and democratic method whereby the military manpower of
the United States may be made available for training and service
in the land and naval forces of the Unitad States, as provided by
The Congress, with the least possible disruption of the social and
economic life of the Nation.”
To the end that the purposes of the Selective Service Act be
carried into effect throughout the State of Maine. I urge em
ployers in all sections of Maine, as well as government agencies—
Federal, State and Local—to allow those under their charge suf
ficient time off from their labors ln order that they may comply
with the obligations imposed upon them under said Act.
In conclusion, I respectfully urge a unification of the forces of
Maine citizens upon whom this master task of registration rests,
in the hope that all assignments made by he Selective Service reg
ulations. and the duties of subjects as enumerated by Presidential
Proclamation, will be performed with all possible dispatch and fair
ness, to the credit of the State of Maine, and her citizens in general.

(By The Roving Reporter)

It's James Connellan. but perhaps you'd better call him "Jimmy.'

nized the political drift in this city.
Mr. Connellan is a graduate of
Portland High School and Boston
University Law School. He was in
law practice In Portland before go
ing to Rockland in 1934 to be associafed with former U. S. Maritime
Commissioner Edward C. Moran,
Jr., whose father was postmaster
here until his death this year.
Connellan was appointed Maine
director of the National Emergency
Council, liaison organization be
tween the various states and the
New Deal Federal program. In

Home Defense Corps
Names of Those Who Have
Already Enlisted—Ban
quet Friday Night

Following are the names of exservice men who, under Oliver
Hamlin, make the roster of Rock
land Home Defense Co-p6:
George W. Leonard, Navy.
James W. Warren, Navy.
Ralph E. Cline. Army.
Stephen A. Daniels, Army.
Artemus Hendrickson, Army
Ezra Savage, Army.
George I. Leonard, Navy.
Mike Roman, Army.
Otis Trundy, Navy.
James Stamp, Navy.
Vernon Giles, Army.
Earle McWilliams, Army.
•
Percy McKusick, Navy.
Howard NeUd. Army.
John Williams, Navy.
Charles Hill. Marines,
Lawrence Hamlin, Navy.
By the Governor:
John Freeman, Navy.
Frederick Robie,
Charles M. Havener, Army.
Secretary of State.
Albert J. Brickley, Army,
Given at the office of the Oovernor at
Reginald Hendersbn, 240th C.A.C.
Augusta, and sealed with the Great Seal of
Earl Young, 240th C.A.C.
the State of Maine, this second day of Oc
James Lindsey, Army.
tober, in the year of our Lord One Thou
Ted Sylvester, 240th C.A.C.
sand Nine Hundred and Forty and of the
Kenneth Moran, 40th C.A.C.
Independence of the United States of
James Huntley, 240th C.A.C.
America the One Hundred and Sixty-Fifth.
Ernest Whitney, 240th CA.C.
LEWIS O BARROWS,
Percy Hill, 240th C.A.C.
Governor.
Albert Cusson, 103d National
Guard.
Albert P. Collins, Army.
Wall entered the employ of Spear,
Allison B .Davis. C.A.C.
May & Stover, engaged in the book
Charles A. Duncan, 240th C.A.C,
and stationery business. Ten years Cecil Fitch, Army
Popular Executive of John later when the business was bougnt Ray Stewart, Army.
by John Bird, Mr. Wall joined the
Chester Mason. Coast Guard
Bird Company Retires
Frank Bridges, Navy.
staff of the wholesale concern and
After 40 Years There
Harlon Dray, Coast Guard.
there hg had remained ever since—
Roy Mank, Army.
Henry G. Wall, office executive of always there bright and early in
the morning, always making sure William Frye, Coast Guard, 240th
the John Bird Company, and one of that the doors were locked at night, CA.C.
the buyers for that well known and never in the 40 ensuing years Charles Steeves, Army (Canadian)
wholesale concern, has retired on losing a single day in the Summer Lawrence L. Phelps, 240th C.A.C
Franklin Start, Army.
account of Ul health, and with the season. Reliable to the letter.
Pearl Warren, Army.
On
his
annual
vacations
Mr.
Wall
wish on everybody’s part that a
went so unfailingly to Topsham
Steve Accardi, 240th C.A.C.—C.
well earned rest will lead to speedy
,
Fair that it became legendary. Al M. T. C.
recuperation.
ways the genial, courteous gentle Perley Simmons, Coast Guard.
Three weeks after his graduation man, his firm-loving spirit has made Aimo Kajander, Coast Guard.
from Rockland High School young him extremely popular with his as John P. Desmond, Navy.
Willlard Roberts, Cavalry.
sociates and the store’s patrons.
Leland Seavey, 240th C.A.C.
Fifty years well spent.
Clyde Achorn, 240th C.A.C.
Ralph Demmons, 240th C.A.C.
Long, narrow rooms can be made
Albert P. Trenholm, 240th C.A.C.
to seem shorter and wider by paint
ELKS HOME, ROCKLAND ing the end walls white or light Neal Grover, 240th C.AC
John Robishaw, Navy
yellow, and the sides a deeper tone.
Kenneth Wing, 240th C.A.C.
“TODDY” BRIDGES
Clinton L. Brackett, 1130 CCC.
BAND
Daniel Noonan, Army
BAKED BEAN SUPPER
Ladies' Aid Society, Baptist Church The ranks of the Home Defense
Corps are open to all ex-service
Owl’s Head Town Hall
men who want to do their part in
giving protection to Rockland and
Friday, October 11
Knox County.
Supper 25c—5.00 to 7,30 P. M.
The Home Defense Corp-; will hold

Will Miss Henry

ELKS DANCE
WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 9

he scouted for the Colby ball teams
and coached baseball in Portland.
He has been an active supporter
of local athletics, and hls expert
and impartial knowledge of sev
eral branches of sport is highly re
garded.
Mr. Connellan Is a widower, hls
marriage to Miss Ida Carey of
this city, being followed by her
death four years ago. There are
two children. Leo and James.
Mr. Connellan s appointment as
sures an able administration of the
affairs of the Rockland Post Office
and friends are congratulating him.

W. A, Babcock former Boston
Tlie painting of a church is always
newspaper worker hands me a copy a matter of local interest. This
of the Boston Evening Traveler of
rime the house of worship, under
June 21, 1869. It Is a four-page
sheet about the size ot the old the artist's brush is the Littlefield
Rockland Opinion, and something Memorial Church on Camden
of a curiosity ln these days of pro street. The building has "gone na
gressive Boston journalism. The, tive," in other words it has reverted
front page was devoted to a column to the original white, which many
of telegraph news ln fine type, some | years ago was the only color ever
“minor locals” and three columns i applied to any Rockland establish
of advertisements. More of the I ment. Tlie Northend church had
same on the second page and then its humble beginning and has ex
two full pages of classified adver- I perienced the ups and downs which
rising almost wholly. Rockland's come to ail Institutions, but today
contemporary newspapers were fully Rev. C. A. Marstaller rejoices in a
fine flock and a church well organ
as interesting.
ized in all of its departments.
Whenever old-timers assemble to Claude Fitch of Waldoboro, a for
discuss the World Series their mer Northend boy, Is in charge of
minds invariably go back to the the decoration.
famous clash of 1912 when the
Red Sox beat the Giants 4 games
This interesting item comes from
to 3 ln an eight game series. One Mrs. E Nash of Warren, who is
of the games was a tie. Those were evidently a dyed-in-the-wool base
the days of Joe Wood, Rube Mar- ball fan:
quard and the world renowned
"Did you happen to notice any
Christy Mathewson.
thing unusual in case you were list
ening to the World Series game
"I was in a barber's chair in Cam Thursday? As the clock struck two,
den and the subject of conversa it was tlie second half of the sec
tion was Jealousy," writes Mrs. John ond inning of the second game I
H. Andrews of Rockport.
There were two men on bases, two
“Said I: When people come into men were out, two strikes and two
the world they bring nothing. When balls on the batter. And the score
they leave they take nothing. Why was 2 to 2!”
is it so many are jealous of what
Which reminds me of a slang
the other fellows have while here?" phrase we used in the dim, dark
Said the barber: “You are wrong, past. It was: “Just too-too”
Mrs. Andrews. When we come into
i this world we bring nothing, but
Who Is trie best informed man ln
when we leave most every fellow Rockland on baseball? I will tell
gets a suit and a pair of new shoes." you ln Thursday's Issue and you will
Was he quite right?
be surprised. Yes, sir.

A hollyhock which measures 10
One year ago: Montoro R Pills
feet 6 Inches in height is found in a
Rockport garden—Mrs. John An bury, president of the Knox Coun
ty Trust Company died at' the U. 8.
drews.'
Veterans Hospital in Togus—A
Horatio Hall Not Seen
Mrs. Percy Jones of Wiley's Cor Martha Washington chair, present
Since Monday Forenoon— ner.
St. George, has a yellow and ed by Maynard S. Bird was added to
Large Posse Hunting
white cat named "Peter” which is the relics In the Knox Mansion.—
20'v years old. and still going Mb Theresa Cushman Millett, 64,
When Horatio D. Hall, failed to
strong. He is very happy in the died at her home on Maverick street.
return to his home on the West warm sun, but does not like the —Myron J. Hahn died, aged 84
Meadow road at dinner time yes cold.
years.
terday, his wife was much con
cerned as he suffers from heart
disease in a severe form.
As the day wore on she notified
A surprise attended last night's
the authorities and the result has
been a combined but vain search meeting of the City Government
when Mayor Edward R. Veazie
by the police and sheriff depart read the resignation of Louis A.
ments. Home Defense Corps, Coast Walker as chairmen of the Board
Guard. C.C.C. and Boy Scouts of of Overseers of the Poor. Mr.
Rockland and Thomaston. The Walker's purpose in retiring from
hunt was aided last night by the the Welfare Department was set
moonlight and the powerful flood forth in the following brief com
lights of the Rockland Fire De munication :
“To the Honorable Mayor and
partment. which is also playing an
Council of the City of Rockland:
important part in the search.
"For some time lt has been ap
Mr Hall, a former lineman for
the Central Maine Power Company parent to me that I am carrying
is 77 years old, weighs about 150 on as chairman of the Board of
pounds and when last reported Overseers ot the Poor at a financial
wore blue dungarees, rubber boots, sacrifice which I cannot afford. I
therefore submit my resignation
a blue frock coat and a cap.
from the Board of Overseers of
the Poor to take effect Nov. 1. 1940
KNOX LODGE INSTALLS
Knox Lodge I.O.OF. installed offi or as much sooner as my successor
cers Monday night, Deputy Orand can be duly qualified.
Louis A. Walker”
Master, O B. Lovejoy and District
Mr. Walker's duties called for
Deputy Marshal, George Graves
installed.
The officers: Noble eternal vigilance, and at times were
unpleasant, but with i ...... ..
.
.
ul.
Orand. William Richards; vice exceedingly
the city's interests always at heart
Lou,s *' WaIkrr' who r”lp“
gran it, Roy Mank; recording sec
he performed them without fear ritv Po'ition because of "a financial
retary, Milton Rollins; financial
secretary, Luke Davis; treasurer, or favor. Expressing his personal sacrifice which I cannot afford."
’
Nestor Brown; warden, Jesse Car- regret over the overseer’s retire-j--------------------------roll; chaplain, O. B. Lovejoy; right ment, Mayor Veazie said: “It is go- I who will give such faithful and
supporter noble grand Edward Stet Ing to be difficult to flnd a man ■ efficient service.”
son; left supporter noble grand.
make reservations with Mrs, O.
Allen Saivyer; right supporter vice
grand, Harry Wilbur; left supporter
Thomas Murphy, 9 Linden street,
vice grand, Charles Gregory; inside
Bath, by Oct. 15. Registration fee
guardian, Lester Post; outside guar
Medomak Begion of
25
cents; luncheon rickets 65 cents.
dian, Walter Ellis. A fish chowder

Aged Man Missing

FAITHFUL OFFICIAL RESIGNS

Will Meet In Bath

supper was served at 6.30 o'clock

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
United Spanish War Veterans will
meet in Legion Hall Wednesday
night at 7.30. Supper will be served
at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Laura Ranlett,
chairman Mrs. Inez Bronkle and
Mrs. Adah Roberts assisting. Bring
prizes.

Letter Writing Week, October 6-12.
weekly drills at the Spring street
Armory Tuesday nights of each
week at 7.30 p. m. If interested see
Oliver Hamlin, Sea View Garage.
There is to be given on Friday
night at 7.30 a banquet to the Home
Defense Corps, by Huntley-Hill Post
at its hall on Water street. All
members who have signed up are
requested to be present. Able
speakers will be heard.

Garden Clubs—Robley
Nash To Speak

The Fall meeting of the Medomak
Region of the Oarden Club Federa
tion will be held Oct. 18 at the Cos
mopolitan Clubhouse on Washing
ton street, Bath. The meeting will
open promptly at 10.30, with regis
tration starring at 10 o’clock.
Reports will be heard from State
and Regional officers and chairmen.
At 11 o’clock, Robley Nash, assist
ant to the State entomologist, will
speak, using as hls subject “Uses
Man Has Made of Insects.” Lunch
eon will be served at 12.30.
At 2 o’clock, E. L. Nedlck of the
Agricultural department will be the
speaker, his topic “Working Pro
gram For Insect Control.
Those planning to attend will

Letter Writing Week, October 6-12.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least one* a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

OCTOBER VAGABOND
There Is something ln the sutumn
that is native to my blood—
Touch of manner, hint of mood;
And my heart Is like a rhyme.
With the yellow and the purple and
the crimson keeping time.
The scarlet of the maples can shako
me like a cry
Of bugles going by.
And my lonely spirit thrills
To see the frosty asters like a smoke
upon the hills.
There Is something in October sets
the glps) blood astir;
We mi t rise and follow her.
When from •"••ry hill of flame
She Calls and calls each vagabond
by name-

—Bliss Carmen •

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

And he said unto me, Son of
man, stand upon thy feet, and I
will speak unto thee.—Ezek. 2: 1.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 8,1940
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With Our Soldiers

TH|S

JH£ ABL£ "j^RY A”

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

NORTH HAVEN GRANGE TAIR
Has Many Interesting Features and An
Impressive Premium List

,

Best Cosmos—George Young.
Best Winter Bouquet — Oeorge
Young.
Bouquet biggest Variety Flowers
—1st, Elizabeth Parsons; 2d. Law
rence Grant.
Best Flowering Plant—1st, Agnes
Mills; 2d, Ann Mills.
Class No. 5 Art
Best Pencil Drawing'—1st, Keith
Beverage; 2d, Keith Beverage.
Best Water Color Painting—1st,
Kenneth Mills.
Best Crayon Drawing—1st, Cyn
thia Witherspoon.
Class No. 6 Hobby Show
Model Airplanes—1st, John Beverage. 1st, Wilfred Mills; 2d, John
Beverage; 3d, Edwin Thayer 3d.
John Beverage.
Wood work—Arm Mills.
Whittling—Keith Beverage.
George
Butterflies and Moths
Young.
Miniature Vases—Louise Crockett,

Model Racer—John Beverage.
Amateur Radio Call Collection\ Samuel Beverage.
Antiques
Special Awards—Florence Brown,
Hazel Pendelton, Myrtle Greenlaw,
Mrs. Lester Greenlaw, Florence
Brown, A. G. Waterman, Mrs. Al
bert Beverage, Lena B. Stone,
Meribah Crockett, Dr. Bousefleld,
Marion Crockett, Vernon Beverage,
Alice Sampson, Frank Beverage.
Special Awards
Blackberries—Kenneth Mills.
Gourds—Kenneth Mills.
Biggest Squash—John Crockett.
Grand prize for best and largest
exhibit from one farm—Oak Hill
Farm. Vernon Beverage.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Still out on “Little Alcatraz." The
food is fine (what we get of it)
and everyone is happy and con
Tire reading of a list of awards I Grant; 2d, May Beverage; 3d, Bestented.
at the North Haven Agricultural ' sle Grant.
Best Sofa Pillow-Cover—1st, Etta
Fair of 1915 at North Havefl's
Papa Hoyt and Vaughn, the prob
Grange Bazaar last Fall, led to Beverage; ,2d. Aqn Mills; 3d. Alice
lem child, were home Wednesday
the revival of the real agricultural Sampson
and Thursday and Hoyt is now
Best Hand-made Towel—1st, Etta
show and the enthusiasm with
sporting a set of new teeth. We
which the Idea was greeted is Beverage.
hardly know him.
Best Table Runner—1st Etta
shown by the number of entries
Two regimentals in as many
Beverage.
in the premium lists.
days. Boy, are my feet sore! The
Best Centerpiece — 1st, Mabel
Judges were County Agent Ralph
Pneumatic tires built especially
first was for a major and today’s
Stone;
2d, Etta Beverage; 3d. Nel
C.
Wentworth
and
Miss
Esther
[ for a 70-ton bomber, stands 96 inwas for Brigadier General Teiry.
Dunham. County home demonstra lie Beverage.
Good Will Grange
' ches high. The tires start to roBattery F made a fine showing.
Best Crocheted Afghan — 1st,
tion agent and Miss Leona Dakin
I tate instantly on hitting the ground
The Grange Improvement Con Prh/sTe Favreau (of the pump
food specialist of the Extension Maude Simpson; 2d,■‘Etta Beverage.
i at 100 miles an hour or faster.
test sponsored by the National Lec rrua?) had honor o'" chauffering
Best Knitted Mittens—1st. Alice
Service.
turer James A. Farmer was under him ‘C’.h y ' trid that was one
The Orange hall was opened Sampson; 2d. Alice Sampson.
taken with much inuterest by the day tir- r'fi”- — ‘ad to salute him.
Best Knitted Socks—1st, Alice
after the Judging at 2 p. m. and at
members of Oood Will Grange, ten
Th? G P F Club is still hold
5.30 a lobster stew supper was Sampson; 2d, Alice Sampson.
members were added to the roll ing meeti sr. Grand P. F. La wry
Best Chair Set — 1st, Virginia
served. In the evening a program
book, and 11 of the suggested pro has installed a few new members.
of short plays was given and a Beverage.
jects completed, only ten being Privates Simpson, Peters and Lee
Class No. 4 Flowers
talk by Mr. Wentworth.
necessary to enter the contest.
Oxton are now full fiedged mem
Best collection Dahlias — 1st,
Saturday the exhibits were again
These projects ln charge of Doris bers. They all congratulate Pri
open for inspection and ln the George Young.
Maxey assisted by other members vate Oxton on promotion to First
Best collection Gladiolus — 1st,
afternoon a hobby show attracted
of the committed were
Class Private.
George Young.
young people as well as old.
Here's one for the book. Private
1. —A flower show .
Best large Zinnias—Maude Simp
A snow white rabbit attracted
2.—New window drapes and fur Billy Lucas on being promoted
attention enough to gratify its son.
from Grade 7 to Grade 6 (First
niture for the stage.
Best small Zinnias— Louise Croc
young owner but rainy weather
3 —Library started with 74 books Class Private) asked the captain
kept at home a pony cart and pony kett.
contributed by members and friends what he had done to be eliminated
Best Roses—Alice Grant.
owned by two local boys—to say
and Mrs. iTdaa Overlook acting as from one grade to another Why?
Best Marigolds—1st. Louise Croc
nothing of two pet frogs that had
Did
you
hear
the
one
about
the
Librarian.
Here is the able “Mary A," Rockland-Matinlrus mail boat, owned and been promised as an exhibit! Com kett; 2d. Louise Crockett.
4.—Three essays on ‘‘The Grange prisoner telling Walter (prison
Best Sweet Peas—James Pendle
petition was very keen in the class
operated by Capt. Stuart Ames of Rockland
as a recreation center" by Barbara choser) Anderson to pick up his
for model airplanes and called for ton.
pipe
and
come
on.
He
must
have
Fales , Ella Simmons and Olive
Best Asters—Agnes Mills.
! noticed small petroleum wells and all the abilities of Dr. Cyril Banegot tired of waiting for Anderson j
Whitehill.
field and High School Principal
here
and
there
a
local
oil
refinery.
5.—A Grange sign at the junc Why?
Victor Walker to award prices Ju
Talk about Battery E having a
tion of Route 1 and 220.
diciously.
We
went
to
see
an
old
time6. —Address on the war situation large Mess Fund. Battery P has
Saturday night supper was baked
Horsemen Will Love
•'meller-dramer'' the other night.
by the Grange Deputy Fred F 18 cents but Treasurer P. F. C I
This would have been an event beans and was well attended in
This
Article
About
Lawry
can't
decide
whether
it's
on
Maxey.
anyway but was more so because It spite of rain. In the evening the
the red or black side. What for? I
Man O' War and War
A yard clean up project.
appeared on Billy Bryant s Show big dance was featured by the
Private Peters has taken up high
8. —Demonstration of household
Admiral
Boat. We discovered that there are awarding of several door prizes, a
diving.
He
fell
over
in
an
arm
•
utensils by Annie Bucklin. Bertha
but four river show boats left in baloon dance, prize waltz and sev
chair and it took four men to get
(By Cliff Ladd)
Lovejoy and Rosa Cutting.
the business. The boats are hand eral novelty dances.
9. —New silver and decorations him on his feet.
The show of antiques was par
some with their lacy gingerbread
Private
Scott
got
a
package
of
for the dining room.
We didn't know anything about work and their little stages and ticularly noteworthy and brought
10. —Booster night observed on eats today. We didn't see any of horses. We knew less about horse balconies- There's a flat bottomed, out some real treasures, including
Sept 30 with about 83 members and it, but the guard looked w“l! fed '
stern paddle, tow boat that tows a Swedish hand-made copper tea
before going on post. They say | racing. But everyone knows that
guests present.
, .. .
. .. i the show boat up and down the kettle a century or more old. some
Corporal
Spear
ate
only
two
!
• • • •
Kentucky is the home State of the
old magazines of real interest, old
These members of Weymouth cookies, four cup cakes and a I world s finest racing horses. What
The play of the evening was shawls, and beautiful chinaware.
couple
of
doughnuts.
Where
did
Orange of Thomaston attended Po
more logical thing to do. when we !‘Gone With the Breeze ' and was A collection of old metal work was
mona Saturday in South Warren. he put it?
found
ourselves in Lexington, the over-acted with gusto by the entire displayed too—including a foot
Wonder if Helen and “Ed" are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald. Mrs.
cast.
The villlan twisted his scraper (page the “Roving Report
Addie Jones, Mrs. Estelle Newbert, still frying doughnuts over at the center of Blue Grass Kentucky, handle-far mustache and the au er"».
restaurant.
Also,
is
Ray
still
at

than to try to see the stables?
Mrs. Olive Brazier, Mrs. Leona
The fair was very well attended
dience booed and hissed and had
Reed. Mrs. Ada Simpson. Mrs. Nel tending regular meetings of the
And so. with no more than tour a wonderful time.
and earned the Grange well over
lie Orff. Mrs. Dora Maxey and Levi Owls Club?
ist curiosity, we went to a small
The owner-actor Billy Bryant $200.
Corporal Staples has Just pub
Copeland.
The list of awards;
would
stop his lines whenever a
stable
a
few
miles
from
Lexington
• • • •
lished general order regarding
pair
of
late
arrivals
started
down
Class
No. 1, Vegetables
The committees in charge of the chow. Assistant Blye typed them to see Man-o-War.
the aisle, then he'd shout, “hold
Best
peck Green Mt. Potatoes—
and
we
are
sending
them
on
to
I
There was a white haired old on a minute, here comes another
Weymouth Grange Fair of Thom
1st. Lloyd Crockett; 2d. Ray Bev
aston to be held at the K. P. hall readers of The Courier-Gazette.
colored gentleman in the stable. We • so cents." Then he'd come to the
erage; 3d, A. W. Beverage.
Thursday afternoon and evening G. O. No. 444 'i
asked if we might see the horse | front of the stage and point out
Best peck Irish Cobbler potatoes
are: Supper chairman. Mrs. Carl The Chow Hound's General Orders and he stood patiently by while we vacant seats Dor them.
*
—1st. H. S. Beverage.
Gray; fancy work. Mrs. Estelle
looked into the largest box stall we i
• • • •
1. To take charge of ail the
Newbert; aprons. Mrs. Nettie Rob
Best peck Red Potatoes — 1st,
had ever seen. We saw a small i Each afternoon Cincinnati’s fa
inson and Mrs. Ruby Allen; recipe spuds and gravy in view.
red horse standing sleepily, with his mous Fountain Square has been Lloyd Crockett; 2d, Alice Sampson.
2.
To
watch
my
plate
in
a
mili

table, Mrs. Nellie Orff; grabs. Miss
head down and eyes blinking slowly crowded with fans listening to the
Best peck Chippewa potatoes—1st,
es Lois O'Neil and Betty Fales; tary manner, keeping always on the as though he were dozing. We public address system installed A. W. Beverage; 2d. Ray Beverage;
alert
for
any
stray
sausage
that
tickets on quilts. Mrs. Etta Benner
stared for a few minutes and • there to broadcast the World's 3d. H S. Beverage.
comes within sight or hearing.
and Mrs. Carrie Wallace.
turned away to another stall.
' Series. The whole city turned its
Best peck Rural Russett potatoes
SUNSHINE
3. To report to the mess ser
In this stall was a sleek black attention to baseball and business —1st. H. S. Beverage; 2d, A. Wgeant all bread cut too thin.
ORANGE
JUICE 2
horse which stood erect and proud paused—to pay its respects to the Beverage.
4. To repeat all calls for seconds.
and beautiful. We were more im passing of the 1940 season!
Best 12 Beets—1st. Ray Beverage.
5. To quit the table only when
STOKELY
• • • •
pressed by this second horse and
Best 6 Carrots—1st. Lloyd Croc
satisfied that there’s nothing left.
AU over the downtown river front kett; 2d. Ray Beverage; 3d, Lloyd j
must have shown it for the colored
PINEAPPLE JUKE
2 CANS 19c
6. To receive, but not pass on
man said, “that's War Admiral, and area buildings bear marklr<s in Crockett.
to the next man. any meat, cab
dicating the height of the flood
a good little horse, too."
Best 6 Parsnips—1st. Alice Samp- ;
bage or beans left by the KF.'s.
We ventured that he was more waters in the 1937 Spring flood son.
WELL HAVE
1 LB
7. To talk to no one who asks
LA TOURAINE COFFEE MAY AS
handsome than his illustrious sire. The placid Ohio that flows so ser
THE BEST
CAN 23c
Best 6 Ripe Tomatoes—1st. Ray I
for onions.
Man-o-War. The white haired enely under the warm Autumn sun Beverage; 2d. Albert Beverage; 3d.
8. In case of fire to grab any and
8OZ
PINT
old man shook his head and told seems incapable of the destructive Albert Beverage.
SEIDNER’S MAYONNAISE
all edibles forgotten by others in
JAR
JAR 25c
powers it displays each Spring.
us Man-o-War's story.
Best half-peck Green Tomatoes—
their haste to escape.
He didn’t mention at any length I
• • • •
9. Any case not covered by in the money the great horse had j The newest of Cincinnati's hotels, 1st, H. S. Beverage; 2d. Ray Bev
QUAKER
DUNHAM'S
structions to call the mess sergeant. won. the famous Jockies who had ' ^e Netherlands Plaza is said to be erage. .
Best 2 heads Cauliflower—1st, Al
LGE
LB
10. To allow no one except my ridden him or the odds that were ^he world’s most beautiful. In an
OATS
SHREDDED COCOANUT if
bert Beverage.
QUICK or SLOW
PKG
PKG 9c
self to steal anything in the line
age
so
full
of
superlatives
and
on him. His story was a personal
Best 2 heads Cabbage—1st. Ray
of grub.
SNIDER'S
history of the horse himself—an which has so much in the way of
KNI-CEST—RASPBERRY or STRAWBERRY
11. To salute all chickens, beef equine Johnson and a white haired architectual wonders this hotel is Beverage.
1
LB
Best
2
Pumpkins
—
1st,
H.
S.
Bev

2 bcSs 27c
pork chops, ham and eggs and liver. Boswell. Seldom do we hear as still outstanding. There are so
CATSUP
2I<
PRESERVES
JAR
erage.
12. To be especially watchful at
many
unusual
things
about
it
per

sincere and whole hearted a tale of
Best 2 Hubbard Squash—1st, Ray
ENSIGN
mess tables and during the time praise except from the lips of the haps we should devote a column to
2 LB
for
challenging,
to challenge humble telling of the legendary it—at any rate, we intend to do Beverage; 2d, John Crockett,
&n’23<
COCOMALT
PRUNES
Best 2 Delicious Squash—1st,
PKG 17c
anyone who gets more than I do.— great.
that in an early “Notes at Random".
Lloyd
Crockett;
2d,
Lloyd
Crockett.
£v»ryir/)«r« you Private Louis Lukas, Battery A. 73d
The old gentleman had been in
huntyouteUht
3d, H. S. Beverage.
C.A.C., Fort Amador, C. Z.
famouibi^ bluo
attendance on “Old Red" all the
iZ
Best 2 Melons—1st, Albert Bev
GORTON and PEW CODFISH CAKES
2 CANS 25c
Submitted .by Cpl. Freeland horse’s 23 years of life and the
•holi.
erage; 2d, Ray Beverage.
Staples, P.F.C., and prepared for story he told to us was embroidered I
FOR
Best 6 Pickling Cucumbers—1st,
The Courier-Gazette by Battery with all the love he had for the I
HORMEL BONED CHICKEN
CAN 39c
Lloyd Crockett.
/
I
EXTM K4CN • EXTM WAllOF Clerk Charles Simpson Jr.. P.F.C.
horse.
Best plate 6 Onions—1st. Lloyd
• • • •
“T TIGH VELOCITY"Shells...with
We listened for a long while,
Crockett; 2d, Albert Beverage.
Owing to acting Corporal Law.-v's
X X their progressive burning pow
.BORRO* * c0.»vhh»»»V
GENERAL KNOX
and when he had finished we j
Best quart Dried Beans—1st, H.
Ajirst choice 1
der, gas-tight wads, and earefully-sixed new duties at the pump house, he hadn't learned about racing or race '
^DISCOVER FOR YOUWtF
S.
Beverage.
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI 2 kS 15c
to
shot . . . reach up higher and faster. has been unbale to report the do j horses, but we had learned some
ooowtsst
Best
quart
Early
Peas
—
1st,
Al

X?
ings
of
the
Second
Battalion.
How

They s-t-r-e-t-c-h ‘way out to get game.
thing of the greatness of the horses
THREE CROW
bert Beverage.
I
Speed-intensity priming gets the charge ever, Charles ("Beacon") Simpson that have made the turf history
Best 6 ears Early Corn—1st, Lloyd
•way quicker. And after shooting you obligingly filled in the gap so that of Kentucky,
2 AN 25c
. . . borrow at JVuotio/. first
CREAM TARTAR
Crockett; 2d, Ray Beverage.
choice const to-coast. You will
never have to clean your gun ... for readers can know the doings of
Man-o-War,
we
learned,
raced
like our extra consideration and
Best quart Cranberries — 1st,
“High Velocity" shells are "Rustless”! the outfit.
THREE CROW
only three years and then was re
exclusive advantages. Write In.
• • • •
Florence Brown.
Come in for a supply today.
tired.
In
those
three
years
he
won
GROUND NUTMEG
2 cans 15c
For a Prrtoiul Loan rte THE
Best collection Dairy Products—
Promotions are in order and
every important race in the land. I
tradaassrts a/ /‘aura Curtrwd**
’I
Mrs. H. T. Crockett.
these men have advanced to Pri
Ten&onat
i HIGHLY
He established1 records for speed I
SPLENDID
FINANCE CO.
Class No. 2 Cooked Foods
NOURISHING RAISIN
vate First Class: Walter Anderson,
and endurance, but was never test- |
COOKIE THAT CHILDREN
MARTIN
.1.
RIF.I^
Best loaf White Bread—1st, Alice
2 JUGS 19c
VANILLA NONE BETTER
Hoyt Emery, Richard Kinney, Wil
ANO GROWN UPS Will
LY, Mgr. Room No.
Grant.
ENJOY liam Lucas. Willis Moody, Lee Ox ed to his utmost. All his races
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
WORCESTER
Best dozen Fancy Rolls — 1st,
ton, Henry Simmons, Charles Rey were won by several lengths going
mUSS, 241 Water St.
away. His owner has refused offers
Mabel Stone.
nolds.
Augusta, Me. Small
IVORY SALT
2 PKGS 17C
Loan Statute License No. I.
Best Fruit Cake—1st, Olive Greg
We are having some fine weather for him in excess of a million dol
Charges
3%
on
unpaid
monthly
ory.
here of late—cool nights and morn lars. Although many of his progeny
balances up to $150; 2(i%
monthly on balances above.
Best Fancy Cake—1st, Mabel
NATION-WIDE
ings. This must be a beautiful have become champions, none has
CREAM of WHEAT
pkg 23c
Stone.
place in the Summer, after one been able to challenge his su- j
Hardware and Sporting Goods
•
VANILLA
premacy.
Best White Layer Cake—1st, Julia
gets acquainted with it.
He seems to realize his position
Beverage.
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
The big wells were started up
6OZ
15c 20botz3Ic
WINDEX
Best Spice Cake — 1st, Alice
yesterday to fill the tanks and and it is perhaps his understanding
BOT
of
the
general
fitness
of
thipgs
Orant; 2d, Etta Beverage.
121-123 reservoirs here. Our details are
Best 6 Doughnuts—1st, Julia Bev
working fine and we have never that prompts him to bare his teeth
MED
LGE Jo
IVORY SOAP
erage.
been late to any calls. I call the to all who approach him—even, at
BAR
BAR 5c
times,
to
his
most
humble
and
sin

Best 6 Cookies'—1st, Julia Bev
officers around 4 o'clock to tell
erage; 2d, Julia Beverage.
them what time it is and that they cere worshipper the white haired
II your tint name is one of the
Best collection Canned Foods —
2pkgs17c
2 pkgs 39c
RINSO
do not have to get up yet. Army old colored gentleman who calls
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
hundred moot popular feminine
enough, “Old Red.''
1st, Louise Crockett; 2d, Julia Bev
life is certainly strenuous but him respectfully
and
• • * •
first names on our list you are for
erage; 3d, Edith Mills.
there are times when there is a
DEODORANT
tunate. That means you can have
Many
farmers
in
Ohio
are
able
Special award collection Jams—
little rest for us.
Sick Rooms
Eleanor Brdwn.
Batteries E and F have been to drill wells in their fields and
NEW SUPER SPEED
GENUINE ENGRAVED
Special award collection Canned
called on for almost every detail obtain supplies of natural gas. This
Bath Rooms
personal
name
stationery
Fruits—Eleanor Brown.
and have never complained about they use for heat, cooking and to
OLD DUTCH
Kitchens
at the lowest cost in his
Best 6 jars Jelly — 1st, Bessie
it. The inspections have found us generate electricity for general use.
SCOTTISSUE
3
ROLLS
25c
In
other
parts
of
the
State
we
tory.
25
sheets
and
25
Garage Floors
Grant.
all O. K., and both E and F are
CLEANSER
matching envelopes, only
WALDORF
4 ROLLS 19c
Best 6 jars Pickles—1st, Louise
of high ratings. Through my
Concrete Floors
There
are
still
a
great
many
va

...................................
81
Crockett;
2d,
Julia
Beverage.
supervision they have never been
SCOTTOWELS 2 ROLLS 21c
Stone Steps
FASTER 2 CANS 1 5<
Class No. 3 Handiwork
late for a formation and to date cancies in the National Guard out
Stop In and examine our now "400
TEA i EAS*
Refrigerators
fits.
Best
Handmade
Tray
—
1st,
Nora
there has been no part of the daily
For
Line" ot engraved stationery In
We are all trying hard and
Drain Pipes
Waterman; 2d, George Young.
routine that has not found us will
51.00 boxes.
studying
hard
to
keep
up
our
end
Best Hooked Rug—1st, Marjorie
ing and ready to go.
Toilet Bowls
Brown.
We have plenty of coal to last of the Army. Lee Oxton is work
Lavatories
Best Knitted Rug — 1st, Olive
quite a long time. There are many ing to get a sergeant’s mechanic
Postage Extra
Gregory.
Garbage Pana
changes here every day. We are rating. Here's luck to you, Lee.
Best Applique Quilt — 1st, Mar
sorry to see Oscar Simpson leave Keep up the good work and Battery
akes all unpleasant odors away
THE COURIER-GAZETTE jorie
Brown; 2d, Mrs. Bousefleld.
us as he is surely one fine boy and F tradition.
Once Tried, Always Used
20-148-667
Best Quilted Quilt—1st, Bessie
was slated for an early promotion.

The Grange Corner

Enjoy this Fine Quality

SALAflA
TEA

Notes At Random

I5<

19c

pETERS we
H. H. CRIE & CO.

Cote’s Magic Water

thfaw in 'ffetM Pwfafton

Zan be
Used

N ATION -WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

There will be a harvest dinner
Thursday, 11 to 1, at the Methodist
vestry.

Our First Line of Defense Against Fire

Red Cross Meeting

Opening Meeting
Hard of Hearing Society
Reviews Encouraging
Year—Lip Reading In
the Schools

Toddy Bridges and his widely
known band will provide music foF
the dance of Oct. 9 at Elks Home.

Plans Were Made Sunday
For the National Roll
Call Nov. 11-30

They Want Willkie
Senator Fernald Or
ganizes At Monroe, Waldo
County’s Ninth Club

Rockland, Oct. 7.
Supporters of Wendell Willkie ln
I Monroe met Thursday night in
Mrs. Frank Hewett entertained Editor of The Courier Gazette: ■
the Rockland Society for the Hard i A meeting of the Knox County Littlefield's Garage and organized
Chapter of the Red Cress was held
of Hearing at its opening meeting aj the community Building on Sun- the Monroe Willkie for President
Thursday. Honors for attendance, day. Red Cross members and offl- Club with Earl Nealley, one of the
went to the Thomaston group. 100 , rlals wcre present froni Camden, town’s leading Democrats as Its
What the Russian bombing planes
percent Reports were given and an Rop|iiandi Thomaston, Warren and President. Other officers were as
follows: Vice president, Austin
did to Finland, will be dramatically
encouraging year reviewed
Union, and we a! o had the priviJold by Charles Saaricn to the
Mrs Gladys Thomas reported that | legp cf nleptin,, M)ss McQUaWc of Ricker; secretary, George Briggs;
Rockland Lions tomorrow. Saarion
lip reading lessons were soon to be i Bangfr. the spe<.lal representative treasurer. G, E. Littlefield; direc
tors, Amos N. Conant, Merton
was a member of the Finnish pa
commenced in the public schools. I from Maine
Haley. Fred Tasker. Omar I, Wood
trol.
Mrs. Freeman (Brown gave an acPlans were laid down to carry on bury, Joseph Palmer and Mrs.
count of he- visit to the class tf yle National Roll Call, which is the
Luther F. Blckmore cf 33 Trav
teachers in Portland taking the yeMly dr,ye for melnbwshlps t0 Maude Webber.
The Club erected a large banner
erse street, a graduate of Rockland
Teacher Training Course in Methods ta|je p]ace between Nov. 11 and
High School, is now a student at
of Lip Reading which was given by I Nov 30 n was decided t0 make a "We Want Willkie' across the
highway Route 139 in Monroe vil
the Massachusetts School of Opto
Miss Eliza C. Hannegan.
specially determined effort to get lage.
metry at 1112 Boylston street in
Plans were made for the annual new members and special gifts of
The Monroe Willkie for President
Boston.
observance of National Hearing, money jn this mest critical year.
Club makes the ninth Willkie for
Week held Oct. 21-20. Mrs. Nathan
There was a lively discussion ,
urlil.I11/PU
maloo
Club
in Waldo
Mrs. Belle Frost is chairman of
Witham was appointed chairman or about thp work whlch cu„ht
b, President v
‘uu organized
urganura m
wi»o
the
, Knox county
. during
.
u County
of
the rummage sale to be held at Odd 1
me seal
seal camnalen
campaign, The
ine membermemuer done ln
theie.,
nntnr und
Rn..«r , theP,,leadership
rIlnlj /•mint*
ship drive of the American Society potnimr vpi- ii an-, (innllv derided Scnalor Roy L- Fernald county
Fellows hall Friday, beginning at
will commence Oct 21 and end De-•
.
L
, , ’y deiided chairman for the Maine Wlllkie for
9 o’clock, sponsored by Golden Rod
win commence Oct. 21 and end Dev. lhat our efforts should be concen- I pr,,idpnt rinhs o-hcr rinhs have
31. Mrs. Hewett was reappointed i tratpd
B limltpd nllmhpr nf the "e‘lden[ LluDs other clutxs have
Miss Kathleen Dean has re-en Chapter, OE.S. Public dinner at
h
lralcd upon a lln,lt*d number of tl,e ! already been organized in Belfast,
The American LaFrance Ladder ment Percy Dinsmore is the truck ator with 400 pounds of foam poiv- chanter chairman nf the
tered the Massachusetts General noon, Mrs. Laura Maxey, chairman.
*
T* imporUnt tasts' slnce “ was Winterport. Frankfort. Prospect,
I Truck is an especially handsome
operator.
der; 203 feet of 24 Inch hose; 200 shto committee
hospital for an indefinite period,
hou'r followed at which I th°,Ught beUer
d° “ f<>W thlngS Searsmont, Liberty, Palermo, beOptometrists of the Rockland plece of e(lulPment and during the
This equipment list gives some
feet of one inch booster line; hose ShA
A social hour lollowed at which | we], rather than many things
Zone of the
A«uw<iatinn~nf past decade has proven that "hand- idea of the load carried and the br.dges; three salvage blankets and
sides a Waldo County Club.
The Naval Supply boat Curtiss Outometrists will meet ln the offices some Ls as handsome does." It an- many essential services rendered by other salvage tools; two gas masks, Mrs. Hewett served tea, assisted by i !Xjoriv
arrived last night for a trial on the of Dr BradfordBurma* Thursday i *wers all diaphone alarms an 1 r.um- ; this multiple utility machine. It two electric hand lights; four ex- Miss Helen Carr and Mrs. Thomas ' In ' thls connecl)onj lt was the J
Rockland course. The queer look
iii-monthlv berless special calls including the carries 300 feet of truss-type lad- tlnguishers, two foamite, two acid The next meeting will be held Oct | unanimous opinion of all the memthat the
Cross must
ing craft attracted much attention at 7.30 p. m. for their semi-monthly rescuing of tree climbing kittens, ders; four 14-foot pompier or seal- type; a first aid kit; several pike 10 in the vestry of the First Baptist
meeting. Dr. Burgess will be In clearing refractory halyards and ing ladders; two 10-foot folding poles; SCO feet of life line; six life Church.
on the waterfront.
make its services available to the
charge.
families of the soldiers, both volun
getting access to children locked ladders; one 12S0 watt flood- belts, spanners, wrecking tools and
The Maine Real Estate Associa
teers and drafted men, who are
accidentally in upstairs rooms. The light outfit, complete; an alr-llne the numerous small tools useful in
A
banquet
for
the
Wiscasset
base

tion has its annual meeting in Au
now leaving their homes and put
very
size
of
the
big
truck
has
made
|
mask
and
puinp
outfit
complete
emergencies
gusta next Saturday. The term of ball teams will be held at the it the repository of quantities of new with 200 feet of air-line hose.
ting cn their country's uniform.
Tlie truck weighs over six tons
Leforest A. Thurston as a director Quinnan House next Monday night. equipment as added to the depart-1 The truck has a foamite gener- when ready for duty.
The Story of James West, This work of helping to care for
Wiscasset
A.
C.
won
20
of
its
26
at large expires, as does that of
soldiers' families is laid upon the
a Cripple Who Got
games, one of its closest games be
Elmer C. Davis as a director.
Red Cross by the Congress of the
‘
What
Next"
was
the
topic
of
an
ing played with the Rockland
Things Done
United States; the obligation to do
interesting talk given by Rev. Dr.
James Flanagan, director of ac Pirates.
Guy Wilson before the Kiwanis
Oliver R. Hamlin)
The October number of the so is one of the conditions under
tivities at Community building, has
Club last night.
"Christian Herald" has a story by which the Red Cross holds its
At Friday night's meeting of the
Through
this column Huntleystarted the
annual membership
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., about charter; and, moreover, it was the Hill Post thanks Mayor E. R. Veazie
Sea Scouts, instruction in signaling
fpeling
cf
the
meeting
that
common
drive for 1940-41. Those wishing to
Stewart and James E. West, the man who gets
was given. Most Scouts chose the
of Rockland, and William J. Sulli
be a member may get cards from ____ .
.. . _
. . _ ,,
Andersen of things done. This story put's to deccncy' Humanity and gratitude van. alderman, for the fine co-oper„ ,,,
Semaphore as the type of signaling
compels
us
to
do
what
we
can
for
Mr. Flanagan s office, or from Miss
u
,
,,
Headquarters Battery, 240th C. A shame a Washington Orphanage
they wanted most to learn. How
atlon they gave the Post ln form
I-eona Flanders and Miss Josephine
Fort McKinley, spent the weekend and shows the Inhuman and heart those who, in times of nominal
ever. a few preferred wig-wag and
peace, are taking up arms for our *"g the Defense Corps; and Mayor
Farrington.
less
things
that
can
happen
ln
at
their
homes
here.
Morse. Individual drill was given
protection. We therefore decided Veazie for securing the Armory and
these institutions; but why with
to carry cn our peaceful war on ’•He diaphone call 62, which will be
Try to’tell Donald L. Kelsey that by Crew Leaders Adams and Roa board of directors?
Rockland
Encampment
will
hold
barU.
At
business
meeting,
plans
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
or
as
many
as
possible
of
the
small
used in time of a crisis or emerg
The Courier-Gazette isn't a won
j three fronts:
However,
this
boy.
with
an
In

a
private
installation
at
LOOK
the Case of the country papers, especially In drv
ency to call the Corps out.
derful advertising medium. Try ltl for tlie coming Lions luncheon were I whatever may
First
—
Disaster
preparedness
and
hall tomorrow night with supper domitable will, who had a tubercu
discussed. Tests were passed by _.
,
_
• • • •
In Saturday's Issue he advertised the
following scouts: Joe Anastasio 1 °‘**rver ln Piscata<’u,s County, as precincts, for the avowed purpose of at 630 DDG.P. Albert E. McPhail lar hip trouble, so that he had to relief, including first aid, rescue and
A special meeting was called by
a radio for sale; and in another
safety.
set forth by an editorial reprinted changing the thinking of the young and staff will install.
I use crutches was determined to
Second—Home service for Service ;
Commander of the Department
*'ad” on the same page advertised drill and ground tackle (Ord.i;
| Uft conditions of the poor boys;
people In these localities to a fa
Guido
Flore,
drill
(Ord.);
James
ln
your
issue
of
the
5th,
it
can
be
of Maine. Charles O. Weeman of
for his boy's stolen bicycle. A cusand
ex-Service
Men
and
their
Clarence Finnegan of Gil City, and a crippled orphan finally be
Auburn, last Sunday, of all Post
tomer came ln from Warren to buy
swimming <Ord.); Christy truly stated that for our own Cou vorable attitude toward drinking,
families.
the radio and Special Officer Adanas' Swimming jOrd ); Charles rier-Cazete ln Knox County, mem for they contended most of the Fenn., and William Dube of Scuth- came head of all Boy Scouts of
Commanders of the Department of
Third
—
Volunteer
Special
Serv

bridge.
Mass.,
were
sentenced
to
30
America.
Charles Worcester found the bicycle Weed' Swimming (Ord ),
Maine at his home ln Auburn.
bers of the W.C.T.U. most generally drinking is done in the cities, and days, each, in Knox County Jail,
He took the Job of secretary for ices, such as making clothing, band
• • • •
under a tree near "Roxmont.'' The
subscribe to and read It, and in the city populations are being con yesterday, both for assault and bat six months and is still, after 30 ages. and refugee work.
There were 40 present at the Y.P
The
new
VK.W.
Home Building
officer learned of the
owner's
cases where only one paper is pos stantly recruited by the young peo tery.
During the meeting, stress was
C.U. meeting Sunday night—34
years, its head. Cast by a hospital
Corporation elected officers last
Identity when he read the '.oat ad
sible, preference Is given to the local ple from the country districts
laid
upon
two
features
of
the
task
at the door of an orphanage in
members and six visitors. The pro
Old customers were all the time
regular meeting for the year 1940-41.
ln The Courier-Gazette.
The Pcod Stamp plan for dis Washington where they had re of the Red Cross ln Knox County— Commander Albert Brickley was
gram consisted of several numbers publication. Words of appreciation dropping out, so if business was
for
the
editorial
stand
against
liquor
Its vital, basic importance and the
tribution of Federal surplus com
Five delegates from Local 371, played on the banjo by Kenneth i advertising and the clean, whole to continue and increase they must modities is to be put in vogue in fused to take him back because fact that it has to be done by vol elected president, Vernon Oiles
he
would
always
be
a
cripple;
both
Wing
of
Airlines,
Inc.,
Among
i
be
making
for
new
customers,
and
A.C.W.A. were chosen to attend the
some content of their columns has
unteers. It was pointed out that we treasurer, and Charles Hill, Ralph
this city in accordance with a re
New England convention of the I these were: "Peace," "Tiger Rag,'- been expressed not only once but where a better field than the young j solve passed by the City Govern the hospital and orphanage are cannot afford to hire paid workers Cline, James Warren, Percy McI and “Stars and Stripes Forever.” |
subjects for deep condemnation.
Kusick and Edward Roark directors.
Amalgamated Clothing Workers ot
repeatedly by the W.C.T.U. as an people of the dry rural sections? ment last night.
• • • •
This
one article is worth the price to visit the home of each absent
i
These
numbers
were
received
with
Hence
they
noted
easy
approach
to
America, which was held at the Ho
organization
and
individually.
Also
soldiers
and
offer
the
services
of
the
| enthusiasm. Ruth McMahon led the
of subscription to this magazine,
The last beano game under chair
tel Bradford in Boston. Sept. 29
thanks and appreciation for (heir editors of papers in these com
Red
Cross.
Tills
must
be
done
as
The State Employment Office has and let us hope It may open blind
man Charles Hill's management net
The purpose of the convention was i devotionals. It was decided to hold courtesies in lending their columns munities.
openings for 30 local persons: 15 ed and careless eyes and hearts the free-wl’.l offering of neighbor ted the Post $24 75 towards the new
!
another
board
meeting
tonight
a
We
are
glad
they
cannot
all
be
to outline the union's assistance in
for
W.C.T.U.
articles
and
reports
ly
spirit,
and
little
or
no
difficulty
.
t
,
pdwer
sewing
machine
operators
ienced, and i5 food
kers to needs ol better and keener over was expected ln getting' people to home.
the campaign to re-elect Roosevelt Milton Robarts' home on Maverick We trust we can long continue to captured or deceived by Uie brew-1
• • • •
sight into the institutions in our
as president. The delegates drove street. Ruth Beabury has consent do so.
ers seductive wiles, and that there ,unmarrled,
Applications should
help. At any rate, It Is planned to
country
that
grow
careless
when
The
next
regular
meeting of the
ed
to
be
pianist
for
the
organiza

are
many
of
the
smaller
and
some
mad(>
>t
,
m
offlce
to Boston by car. There was an
The Observer seems to criticise a
give the widest possible opportunity p^~wUi
Qct 18. Dues for 1941
charity is their backgorund.
important meeting Sunday and a tion with Alice Bohn as song lead lack of support by W C.T.U. mem of the larger publications that carefcr
all
people
of
goodwill
to
give
This one high-hearted gentleman
will be accepted by Quartermaster
banquet later, with union members er. There were two new applica bers of their paper but I wonder lf ful parents can unhesitantly place
money, time and effort.
The Huston-Tuttle book store was
Vernon O. Giles. Let’s make 1941
from all over New England attend tions for membership—that of the editor of that paper or any other before the young people in their broken into Sunday and cash James E. West, in spite of heavy
Is there more strength in the the best year ln the history of the
handicap has done much—mercy
Clara Emery.
ing. Those chosen from Rockland Olorla Witham and Ruth Andrews. of
amounting to $70 was taken from can do more. Future citizen em willingness to serve our fellowmen, Post with a 100 percent paid-up
the similar county papers homes.
were Local chairman Helen John
W.C.T.U. Correspondent. | the register. The burglar was
The workers for the Nursing throughout the State, subscribe to
bryo will make for a better coun which Is our pride as a free people, membership.
son. treasurer Eva Oray. Ameria
fussy, disdaining to take a consid- try to live in with higher guidance or is there more strength in the
or
read
the
Union
Signal,
a
weekly
Service financial campaign are
Gray, Alice Fitzgerald and Frank ,
Rockland High lost to Skowhe• , rable quantity of coppers. Auand a report meeting for Journal of social welfare, published
from more men of Christian vision. force and compulsion of the totali- j Letter Writing Week, October 6-I-.
Barodanza—Eleanor Staples, 73 busy
workers and captains is called for by thc National W.C.T.U., with sub gan High 19 to 13 in Bkowheg tn | thorltlcs investigating.
All honor to the Boy Scout move tarians?
Saturday. Report deferred.
,
_____
Crescent street. Union correspond
Our answer, expressed in our acts
scription
rates
of
$1
per
year.
4 o’clock sharp tomorrow afternoon
ment ln America. Lets support it
ent.
------j Mayor Edward R. Veazie has
as members of the Red Cross, will
I wonder why the Journalism of
at the Chamber of Commerce office.
with
the
best
men
for
leadership.
Mrs. Walter Spear and Mrs. Wil- |nanied the following chief registrars
may ailed the Heart
go far to answer this question.
A final drive meeting will be held the coufitry is so shy about using its bur Senter are sponsoring a rum
K. S. F.
On trapped ln the aiofaach or ruUat mv art lika a
Harvest dinner, Methodist-vestry,
to
oversee
draft
registration
Oct.
Keryn
ap
Rice,
Chairman
columns
for
teaching
so
called
hair
tMcvar
on
tha heart At the flrat alfn of dletnaa
Monday afternoon at 4 at the same
mage sale. Oct. 19 at 9.30 iu the
emart men and women depend on Bell-aaa Tablet* !•
Thursday Oct. 10, from 11 to 1
eel rai free. No laiatire but made of the faataotplace by which time all reports "temperance,” when they so freelv Universalist vestry. Any one in 16 at each of the city's polling
o'clock, 35 cents.—adv.
mrdlrlnca known for arid IndigMliuo. if the
MUST CARRY EXTINGUISHERS actim
should be complete. As previously lend them for every other kind of terested call either Mrs. Senter or places; Ward 1, Louis Cates; 2, Ed
KIKrtT DOSK doeeu't preve Bell ant better. raUirm
win Edwards; 3. Horatio Cowan;
botUe to ue and receive bOl HUt Mur., |UA. Me.
stated every person In the city teaching — Communism, Nazism, Mrs Spear.
The employes of the Post Office
A group of women meets at the
4, Austin Brewer; 5. James ConnelChief Van Russell Calls Attention
cannot possibly be contacted by the Fascism, war mongering, and all
await an opportunity to greet their
Salvation Army hall every Friday
lan;
6,
Charles
A.
Emery;
7,
Carl
To New Automobile Ruling
limited number of workers avail that. Volumes have been written
Captain
Trask
of
Blue
Bonnet
new acting postmaster, James Connight to sew and knit. Anyone who
able, so those missed by the solici and circulated through the public Troop of Girl Scouts has received O. Nelson.
nellan, with a great deal of antici
would like to send In cloth to make
Deaths and property damage due
tors are urged to send their con press on Penology: Crime, Its Cause werd that Mary and Patricia Perry,
pation. We feel that the ability and to automobile fires will undoubtedly
Waldo
County
General
Hospital
•children clothes, or yarn to knit
tributions direct to campaign and Prevention; Control of Can tifo former members of Blue Bon
officials announce the appointment interest which Mr. Connellan bring.-, be reduced as a result of the ruling
mittens, or who has any patchwork
treasurer Donald C. Leach at the cer, Tuberculosis, venereal diseases net Troop, who are now living in
of Miss Harriett T. Blanch, R. N to his new duties will mean a con of the Interstate Commerce Com
for making quilts is asked to send
and
all
that.
Yet
today
It
Is
ac

First National Bank. Mrs. Agnes
Norfolk, Va., have been admitted to Houlton as superintendent, effec tinuance of the progress of the past mission requiring all private car
them to the Salvation Army. It is
Shepherd and Miss Florence Dun- knowledged by the heads of our membership in Pine Crest Troop No.
tive Oct. 15. Miss Blanch, superin few years ln Improving our service riers ln Interstate oommerce to carry
a cold Winter ahead and the work
ton have Joined the group of can Federal Bureaus of Investigation, 31 of Norfolk. Mary has been tendent of the Aroostook General to and relations with the public.
ers say they are here to help one vassers.
fire extinguishers. Chief Van Russell
that the greatest menace in the na chosen assistant patrol leader and
• • • •
Hospital, Houlton, for the last 20
another.
118-120
predicted today.
tion is the tendency to drug addiction troop scribe and the girls' mother, j years, will succeed Mrs. Muriel M
Martin S. Graves wa sa speaker
"A survey conducted several
and alcoholism. We can never solve Mrs. Alfred Haines, who served as Avery, resigned,
BORN
this morning at Rockland High months ago among 452 fire depart
Hutchinson At Slunlngt on. oct. l, any of the above mentioned prob- committee member for the local
School's weekly assembly, on behalf ments showed that more than 11
to Mr and Mrs Archie Huutchinson, a ]ems until we first settle the alcohol
troop lost year, has been asked to
daughter—Alfreds May
Richard Roberts of this city is of our campaign to put the local ob percent ol all legitimate fire alarms
Bartlett—At Stonington. Sept 30, to question.
serve in the same capacity of Pine a good guesser for he named to an servance of National Letter Writing are for automobile fires," the Chief
Mr and Mrs Mario Bartlett, a daugh
The present Vichy government ac Crest Troop.
FOR FALL
ter.
ounce the weight of the huge bag Week over with the proverbial bang. explained. “When a large number
• • • •
Blastow—At Stonington. Sept. 27. to knowledged that the downfall of
of flour at Perry's Main Street
LARGE LINE OF
of trucks carry extinguishers, their
Mr and Mrs Arnold Blaatow. a son - France was caused in large measure
A recent change in personnel is
SERVICE INTERRUPTION
Market. The trouble is that Mr.
Arnold Francis, Jr.
drivers will be able to put out many
by the extensive use of alcohol,
"Central Maine Power Company Roberts doesn't know he won the the transfer of Albert T. Grant
causing the disintegration of her announces that the total Interrup contest and this item Is to acquaint from the custodial service to a po fires, both In their own and Other
MARRIED
vehicles. In this way, not only will
Kaler-Crorkett—At Hallowell, Oct 6. people.
tion to electric service is necessary him with the fact that a fine prize sition as temporary carrier. We all there be fewer serious car fires, but
Harold B K»ler of Bockland and Mis,
What
has
been
true
of
great
na

wish him every success in his new
Sunday morning. Oct. 13, between awaits him at Perry's.
Phyllis E Crockett of Bockprt —By
the traffic dangers due to them will
Rev. F F. Fowle
work.
tions since the time of Babylon can 2.30 and 4.30 a. m. for the purpose
be reduced.”
Meservey-Field At Rockland. Oct 4. be true of America.
....
Good Quality. Good Wright
Nellie
Hall,
teacher
of
the
5th
of
their
annual
oil
and
air
break
: Jmes C. Meservey of Lincolnville end
About 750.003 interstate private
Paul
Merriam
whose
health
has
Sizes 38 to 50
At the recent meeting of the switch and Sub Station transform Grade, McLain Building found an
I Miss Dorothy L Field of Rockport
carriers are affected by the new rul
I By Rev J. Charles MacDonald
sufficiently
improved
to
permit
him
This interruption i unwelcome visitor yesterday in the
Regardless of who's going to
• Everett-Wilson At Toms River. John American Medical Association it was er inspection.
ing, which went Into effect Oct. 1.
hang his hat in the White House
W Everett of Clinton nnd Thelma stated and noted by the press that will effect the Camden. Rockl&nd form of a huge spider which had at to return to hts home, is expected
These
trucks
operate
every
day
be

Wilson of Tuckahoe, N. J. By Rev. within the next two years the great
and Waldoboro areas. In case of least eight legs. She courageously to return to his duties here within tween countless cities over countless for the next four years . .. you’ve
Mr McCllff
got to look out for the party of
Wrlght-Lears At Rockland. Oct. 5. est problem before the medical pro severe weather conditions the pro captured the critter and sent it in the next few months. It will be a
Rockland
Opp Woolworth's
highways. As the safety of private the first part . . . the one in your
Frank Edwards Wright of Waldoboro fession
pleasure
to
welcome
so
popular
a
would
be
“
Alcoholism.
”
a
preserve
Jar
to
The
Courier-Ga

gram
will
be
postponed
one
week.
’
’
and Maxine Louise Lears of Winslow
carriers Is Increased, the safety of
Mills —By Rev J Charles MacDonald Shouldn't other organized bodies of
121-122 zette office. Tlie feminine mem member of the force, hfter hL? long everyone who must join in motor hair.
absence
from
among
us.
bers of the staff hope Norman Ler
thinking American citizens besides
You want the best looking hat
traffic is increased, whether on the
available.
and Belle Keller Coates of Thomaston, the W.C.T.U. be taking cognizance
mond will come soon and make his
highways
cr
in
communities.
By Rev. J. Charles McDonald
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
diagnosis.
DANCING
„
Ames-Harper At Rockland Oct 6. of these facts?,
We're here to see that you get
Purs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Maynard Arthur Ames of Owls Head,
Another thing, sljiwww which show
It and right at our elbow we have
BU7
Your«elf
rich
—
through
clazand Eleanor Frances Harper of Rock
Every Wed.
Dresses. Complete stocks always
how the wind bWwti* was men
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
a selection of hats that are an
land—By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
on hand. New merchandise coming xlfled offer*
Sukeforth-Eaanry At Rockland. Oct. tioned in these colijnins not long
TEL WALDOBORO 100
AT
amendment to any man's con
5. Frank O. Sukeforth and Gwendlyn
Qenu.hu £snqravd
in every day at moderate prices.
stitution.
C. Esancy. both cf Appleton —By Rev. ago that at a meeting of the Brew
GLEN
SHOW TIMES
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
J. Charles MacDonald
ers’ Assoclalon. Incogportted, an ap
Single Evening Show at K
COVE
BINGO
ochool street. Rockland.
107-tf
propriation of $2.C0^(<19 was made
SOCIAL
Matinees: Sat., 2.30; Sun., .1.00.
DIED
FALL HATS
SPEAR HALL TUESDAY NITE. 7.33
Music By
to carry out a plarl' to get their
STATIONERY
Libby—At North Warren.
Attendance Prize, Merchandise
in all colors
John Henderson of Long Cove
Oeorge Libby, aged 91 years ^rnaw propaganda and advertising into all
TUES.-WED., OCT. 8-9
Value S2 00
died in the hospital yesterday, never
A reputation (or social correctness
funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
$2.95, $4.00, $5.00
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES residence
Free Dinner and Other Prizes
Is not costly. You can stamp your
having regained consciousness after
“DANCE, GIRL, DANCE”
Newman—At Rockland. Oct. 7. Eliza
Extra Prize, Linen Tablecloth
daily
activities
with
the
mark
of
an
111
turn
in
a
local
restaurant
beth A. Newman, aged 89 years, 6
and as low as $1.95
Featuring
121’lt
correotaeis by using GENUINE
months. 15 days. Funeral Thursday
97Ttf
Friday night. He was 55.
Maureen O'Hara. Louis Hayward,
at 2 p. m. front Russell funeral home
ENGRAVED business cards and
Wall - At RRockland, Oct. 6. Louise
informals ot this low price.
Lucille Ball, Ralph Bellamy,
Rackliff Wall, wife of Merrill Wall of
Take a
Marie Ouspenskaya
Wheeler Bay. aged 30 years, 1 month,
50 paneled informals
Oct. 6 12—Business Women's Week
Oct. 8—Rockport—Garden Club meets
at H O. Helstad's.
Oct. 8 Thomaston—United Cement
Workers Union meets at K P. hall.
Oct. 9—Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Ass n at Morrill Baptist
Church
Oct. 10—County Teachers' Conven
tion.
Oct 10 — Thomaston—Garden Club
meets at Mrs. James Creighton’s.
Oct. 10 — Thomaston
Weymouth
Grange Fair at K. P. hall.
Oct 11—Warren—Autumn party at
Town hall, auspices Congregational
Church
Octj 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 16—Draft registration day.
Oct. 16—Union Fall Fair at Seven
Tree Grange
Oct 18—"Down Easter,” at Com
munity Bldg . auspices American Le
gion Auxiliary
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro — County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
torium
Oct 23—Annual fair at Goodwill
Grange
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
annual meeting at Community Build
ing, Rockland.
Oct. 23-25 — Portland—State Teach
ers' Convention.
Oct. 31-Halloween.

The executive committee of the
Educational Club will meet Thurs
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with
Mrs. I. B. Simmons, 20 Rockand
street.
.

The Boy Scouts

MRS. EMERY MAKES REPLY

To the Piscataquis Observer’s Editorial 0n[p^an^rTc.
Lacking Support Of Temperance Stand

INDIGESTION

At Our Post Office

JUST RECEIVED

Odd Coats,

$4.95

Odd Vests,

$1.95

No matter which way
the HAT jumps...

B.L SEGAL

WALDO THEATRE

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

I

•M,

TELEPHONES
in-1 OT 711-11

119-112 LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND, ME.

111-tt

2 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 p.
m. at the home of Eugene Rackliff,
Wheeler Bay. Interment at Spruce
Head
Hendrickson — At Rockland, Oct 7.
John Hendrickson, of Long Cove, aged
59 years, 3 months, 27 days Funeral
service Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
the St. George'B Episcopal Church.
Long Cove.
Interment ln Seaside
cemetery.

CARD OF THANKS
—
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors, for their kindness, during
our bereavement, also for the beauti
ful flowers and use of cars.
Mrs Gertrude Robbins. Miss Esther
Robbins. Mrs. Eugene Loud. Herman
Robbins. George Robbins

Vlnalhaven.

•

Ambulance Service

BUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL M2
BOCKLAND, ME.
M-U

THURS.-FRI., OCT. 10-11
GINGER ROGERS
RONALD COLMAN
Spring Byington, Harry Daven
port, Billy Gilbert
in

50 envelopes to match
100 paneled visiting cards
FOR ONLY

5
«
INC

2

INCLUDING
THE PLATE!

“LUCKY PARTNERS”

Dozens ol other engraved social

Coming:
"Young People,"
“Brigham Young,” "Foreign Cor
respondent,” “Kit Carson.’’

Postage Extra

needs.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SNUGGIE

KNOX HOTEL

with you at the next ball game

$6.95 single: $9.50 double

THOMASTON, ME.

Under New Management—-Offers

Special Monthly Rates To Permanent Guests
November 1 to April 1
Excellent Food
Clean, Comfortable Rooms
Telephone 54
J. FRED BURGESS, ManaRT

GREGORY’S
TEL 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
121-122

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Louis Martin were
in Pospect Harbor Friday. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Lydia Colwell who had been visit- 1
ing relatives there.
Guy Waltz is a patient at the
Maine General Hospital.
Mrs.
Waltz is visiting her daughter. Mrs
Arland SimmoAs in Waterville
during Mr. Waltzs absence.
Miss Doris Sylvester of Rockland
is substituting for Miss Sadie Winchenbach at the office of the Ceo- f
tral Maine Power Co. while Miss
Winchenbach is on vacation.
Several members of the Woman’s
Club are attending the meeting of
the Lincoln County Union of Wo- .
men's Clubs in Boothbay Harbor
today.
Mrs. Louis Caron and children
of Boston are visiting her parents I
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Mathews.
|
Mrs. Ida Soule will be hostess 1
to the Susannah Wesley Society
Thursday at her Mill street home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
are spending tlie week ln Boston, i
Mrs. Don H. Yorke, Miss Grace
Ynrke and Mrs. B G. Miller attend- ,
ed Ihuraduy a meeting of Demo
cratic Women s Club of Lincoln
County at Pemaquld.
Evere”. Welt of Bos’on spent the
weekend with his parents Mr. and
Mrs Osborne Welt.
Lieut, and Mrs. Chester Savage
of 43; ingfleld, Mass., were fuests
Sunday of Arthur Chute.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P.
. on
left Monday on a two weeks motor
trip to Richmond. Va.
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and daughter,
Miss Patricia were reek „d guests
of friends in Portland.
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland
spent the weekend with Miss Addie
Fevler.
Mrs. Lucy Robinson returned
Sunday to St. George after passing
two weeks with her sister Mrs.
Florence Shuman.
Miss Julia Kaler went Monday to
Gorham where she will spend the
Winter with her niece Miss Jessie
Keene.
The selectmen have received word
that the 1940 Census figures give
Waldoboro a population of 2617
inhabitants.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed of
New York City who spent two
weeks at their home here have re
turned to New York.
Mrs. Emma Spear of Portland
is guest of her daughter Mrs. B.
G. Miller.

A Sympathetic Visitor

Children’s
Coats

Tei. •

Baptist Church at Wiley’s Corner, supplied by Rev. C. A. Marstaller.

WENDELL
WILLKIE

ROCKVILLE

An autumn party, the admission
fee to which will be used to benefit
the Congregational Church fund,
will be held Friday at 7.30 at Town
hall. The program will feature a
dramatic reader, and music, ateo
games and refreshments. In charge
are Mrs. George Newbert, Mrs. El
mer Jameson Sr., and Mrs. Philip
Simmons. This party Is in connec
tion with "dollar work," carried on
the past few months by the Congre
gational Circle members, and each
affair has been delightful and
unique. This party promises to be
fully as pleasing as the other en
tertainments.
George Libby, 91, died Sunday
at hls home in North Warren,, after
an ill turn Saturday night, and pri
vate funeral services will be held
Thursday at 2 o'clock at the home.
Neighbors and friends may call to
view the body Wednesday and
Thursday before the funeral serv
ices.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson
enjoyed a motor trip Sunday to
Farmington, where they visited
Stanwood Park. They had lunch
at Norridgewock with Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mansfield
of Brookline. Mass., were callers
Friday on Miss Georgia Mathews.
The Congregational Ladies com
mittee for the public supper Thurs
day ls: Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs.
Edna Moore, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook,
Mrs. Ruby Kalloch, Mrs. Flora McKellar. Mrs. Gertrude Hahn, Mrs.
Mildred Berry, and Mrs. Mary
Halligan.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam H. Robinson enjoyed a motor
trip Wednesday through the White
Mountains.
Schools will be closed Thursday
for the Teachers' Convention in
Rockland.

Largest Assortment We Ever Carried

Mrs. Florence Bolduc’s guests
over the weekend were her aunt.
Mrs. Virgie Phlibrick and cousins,
Mrs. Shute and Miss Phlibrick of
Lewiston.
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
“Maybe it is all right for the Albert Korpinen’s were Mrs. Eino
politicians to assume that an order Harris of Rockland. Mrs. George
Baum of Clark Island and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dennicker of Flushing.
L. I.
Six-year-old Marion Lester won’t soon forget the visit of Wendell Will
Mrs. F. W. Robbins who has been
kie. Republican candidate for President, to the Shrine hospital, Portland,
ill with grippe and asthma is much
Ore. H.-ving come up “the hard way” to his present eminent position of
improved.
leadership, Mr. Willkie registers his deep sympathy for the less fortunate.
Callers on the Dana Sherers the
past week were Mr. and Mrs. Guy
! Haylor Weil, pastor of Christ
R. Whitten of East Vassalboro. Mrs
EUGENE PAYSON TRUE
Lester R. Sherer and children, Dana,
Eugene Payson True, a native of ! Church, officiating. Mr. and Mrs.
Marilyn and Nancy of North Ha
tt
j
.
True had attended this church for
Hope, died at the Pond Home,
about 47 years. The remains, ac
ven. and Mrs. J. F. Jaseph of
Wrentham, Mass.. Sept. 17, follow companied by the two sons and
Fitchburg, and Rockville and Mrs
“On Order”
ing a brief illness of heart com their wives, were brought to Hope
Edith Follansbee of Rockland. Mrs
for a rifle is the same thing as
plications. Mr. True was born in where services were held in the old
rifle. But a doughboy has never Jaseph and Mrs. Follansbee with
Hope, on July 19. 1859. the son of church which Mr True attended
been known to make that mistake.” George Hall at the wheel left Thursthe late Edward and Olive (Payson) as a youth. Rev John Smith Lowe.
_______________
! day on a motor trip with Rangeley
True.
After his schooling, a part D. D.. of the Rockland Universal
Lakes their first stop, then on into
NEED INSTRUCTIONS
of which was at the Castine Nor is: Church, conducted the services.
New Hampshire.
mal School, he became associated Interment was made in the family
Einar Heino has Just received a Ellis S. Gray
President Roosevelt Should TeU
with his brother. Col. Edward lot at Hope.
letter from his parents, who now
Funeral services for Ellis S. Gray,
Mayor Hague to Obey Law.
True, as paper stock merchants.
President Roosevelt talks a great ^ve 'n Finland. They are well, and 77, who died Tuesday at his home
Col. True went to Liverpool. Eng
deal about keeping bright the fires
Heino is building a house. Lum- in this town after an illness of
land
about 1870 and was Joined FRIENDSHIP
of democracy. But in Jersey City ber is high, in fact everything is four months, were held at the
Mrs Florence Burns. Mrs. James
there
by his brother in 1880. The
his henchman. Mayor Frank Hague, much above the normal cost. Cof- home Saturday afternoon with
two brothers married sisters. Eu- [ Murphy and Levi Burns were in
Vice Chairman of the Democratic fee is cnlv 25 percent commee. They Rev. Donald Perron of Thomaston,
gene's bride*being Annie Milnes Warren recently, and were dinner
National Committee and ardent are rationed for most food supplies, officiating.
Burial was in the
of
Selby. England. Col. True and guests of Mrs. Ronald Somes
third term supporter, thwarts the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows are Leonard cemetery the bearers. Cur
Mrs. Oertrude Oliver went Friday
bride
returned to the United States
workings of democracy by refusing again at their Summer home here tis C. Starrett, Herbert K. Thomas,
to install voting machines as direct- after a few weeks in Newtonville. Herbert L. Kenniston. and Joseph and ln 1892 his brother and wife to Boothbay where she attended the
came back, taking up their resi Mizpah Temple Pythian Sisters
ed by the State Legislature. What
Stickney.
does Mr. Roosevelt say about that? EnUrPnj>in« btudenbte
dence In Hyde Park. Mass., where district convention.
Mr. Gray, retired shoe shop fore
The village school held its fair
they were residents for more than
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw
Nothing.
Friday night at the Rockville hall man was born in this town one of 40 years. Since February, 1937, have gone to New York World's
the
six
children
of
James
and
Mary
which was attao'.lvely decorated
they were at the Pond Home ln Fair.
A11 Promise, No Performance
(Doherty) Gray. For 40 years he
Rev. and Mrs Van Deman and
Including his campaign pledges, with streamers of red, white ahd was foreman of the sole leather Wrentham. Their married life of
great happiness was blessed by two J Mrs Wardell MacFarland motored
! President Roosevelt has promised ^lue crepe paper
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
rooms in shoe factories located in
sons—Payson of Concord, Mass., Tuesday to North Anson, where
An entertainment was first pre
A devotional service will be held to balance the budget no less than
Mechanics Falls, N. H.. Farmingthey attended the District Confer
in the home of Matti Elgland on eleven times. During the seven sented by the school under the dl- ton, N. H.. and Windsor, Vt. At . and Osmond of Scarsdale. N. Y.
Mr. True was a man of sterling ence.
Thursday night Oct. 10. Charles years of his Administration, how- rection of the teacher Mrs. Mar- the time of the World War he was
, ever, Mr. Roosevelt has never bal-1 caret Carr. Mrs. Almon Cooper who
qualities—keen ln business ability,
Friendship Temple Pythian Sis
Saarion is the speaker.
sole leather inspector in a Brock- j
genial and charming ln manner. ters held a meeting Tuesday night,
The Finnish Church will hold its j anced the Federal budget The av- has become instructor of music in ton, Mas6.. shoe factory.
| devoted and unselfish in hls fam with the M.E.O. Edna Packard pre
annual celebration Sunday. Din erage annual deficit for these seven the Rockport also Union schools
After hls retirement a few years
this year, accompanied the school
ily and family interests. He was siding. There was large attend
ner will be served from 11.30 to 1.30 I years has been $3,237,400,000.
ago. he lived on a farm he had
for its musical selections. A table
a lively observer of world condi ance.
The program which follows includes
bought in Northwood. N. H. He
of
fancy
work,
also
one
of
cooked
tions and kept a keen interest ln
Attending chicken supper at the
the annual sermon by Charles ]
had moved here about 15 months i ail about him to the last of his
WASHINGTON
food and vegetables, candy and
North Waldoboro Grange hall Tues
Saarion. All are welcome.
ago to reside at his boyhood home,
I days. ,
Mrs. Doris Miller has returned frankfurts brought in a neat sum.
day were Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry
which he had bought.
from Belgrade where she has had E. Stewart Orbeton gave a case of
i In addition to the two sons, the and daughter Eda. Mr. and Mrs.
He
was
a
member
of
the
K.
P.
UNION
widow survives and will continue Bernard Brow and Granille Brow.
soda to sell. The last of the eve
employment since June.
Lodge at Mechanic Falls.
Mrs. Charles Shepard has closed
to reside at the Pond Home. Mr. Mrs. Hattie Wotton. Mrs. Ida WotMrs. Harriette Jones. Mrs. Ruth ning was devoted to beano from
Besides his widow, Gertrude
her house and is at the home of Boynton and Davis Miller attended which nearly $20 was realized.
True was the youngest ol the well- ton, MrS. Oertrude Oliver. Priscilla
(Butler) Gray, he leaves one son,
Alma Lamont in Waldoboro for the ^7 meettaTof the Farin'B^eau" at
It will be used for some piece of
.known True family of Hope, of and Elliot Wotton, Llewellyn Oliver
Albert
of
Massachusetts;
a
brother
Winter. She will be glad to receive the home of Mrs. Arthur Johnston, equipment for the school room.
brothers and sisters, ail of ’ Mrs. Mary Wotton. Mrs. Olive
Alfred P. Gray; a granddaughter, seven
cards or letters from friends.
whom have lived to be over 80. 1 Noyes, Mrs. Laura Poland. Mrs.
Thursday
Colorful Landscape
and two nephews.
Surviving are two sisters—Mrs. Mattle Simmoo*. Mrs. Julia Wotton
Miss Lurlie Davis who is stopping
Nature has once again used her
Letter Writing Week, October 6-12.
Elizabeth Spear of Rockport, and and Mrs. Thomas Delano.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. paint brush with lavish hand giv
SOUTH
WARREN
M.ss Frances True of Lowell, Mass.; | Recent callers and guests at the
Ludwig was at her home in Stick ing a scenic picture of woods and
Mrs. Eva Delano entertained the and one brother—L. P. True of ' home of Mr. and Mrs. James
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP ney Corner for a short stay last
hillside
too
wonderful
for
words.
MANAGEMENT, ClftCU! ATTON ETC ,
B. H. Club Wednesday night at her Hope. Deceased are Col. True, Murphy were Mr. and Mrs. Everett
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON week.
This Fall there seems to be a more home.
I George True. Herbert True, and Carter of Monhegan, Mrs. Almon
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912, OF
Mary Mitchell has returned from abundant display of rich red with
Mrs. Stella Hussey of Haverhill, ( Mrs. Rose Wilder.
THE COURIER - GAZETTE
PUB
Burns of East Friendship and Lloyd
LISHED EVERY TUESDAY. THURB- a visit at the home of her daughter the orange, yellow, greenish yellow Mass., is spending a week with Mr
Funeral services were conducted Wellington of Warren.
DAL AND SATURDAY, AT ROCK Rhoda Mitchell in Burkettville.
and mixture of color that makes a and Mrs. C. E. Overlock.
LAND. Ma TNE
at the Pond Home, with Rev. F.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry. who has been
The Ladies Guild met Wednesday ride through the country and beside
FOR OCTOBER 1. 1939
George Lermond ins having his
State f Maine, County of Knox. SB.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Mar a body of water reflecting the wood annual vacation from his duties as
Before me. a Notary Public ln and
LETTER WRITING WEEK. OCTOBER 6 TO 12
for Lie State and county aforesaid, cia Sanborn. Refreshments of tea ed slope above lt, refreshing to a fireman at Black’s canning factory,
personally appeared F. A. Winslow, who [ and cookies were served by the hos
tired body and weary mind. A and is making repairs on his build
having been duly sworn according to ,..
glance at the blueberry fields of ings.
law deposes and eays that he Is the 1 ^ss during the afternoon.
Associate Editor of The Courier-Oa-! Mrs. Abbie Creamer was it. Ap which there are many acres about
Mrs. James Packard of Allandale,
zette, and that the following Is. to thf , n,-:rr Werlnesla- where she was here leads one to feel that what
best of hls knowledge and belief, a
weanesjv, w.iere me was
Fla., who has been a guest of his
“CAPTAIN CAUTION"
true statement of the ownership, man- ’ guest of relatives.
meets the gaze, is a rich, red car sister, Mrs. L. R. Bucklin, has been
S&d Tubn‘"nfmet^eOfdt-‘?:i
ls mUCh lntrest manlfest- pet. All nature calls to behold the
a patient the past week at Dea
shown tn the above caption,, required j ed in Evening Star Grange this beauty no brush can adeffiiately coness Hospital in Boston, and last
Jled
5'. In 12
?LAaKU!tn24'.
embod: year. .....
A class of
13 will , be . lnportray on canvass.
Thursday underwent an operation
section 443. Postal Laws and
_
.,
Reguiai’ons.
structed in the Grange work at the
for goiter.
’• Ti'at^the
and addres9e,s of next regular meeting Oct. 19. In
Only in one tlephant tusk out of
Charles Maxey is having three
the pub.isher and editor are: Publisher
..
The Coi.rler-Gazette, Rockland. Me. November the Grange will hold its every 50 ls ivory suitable for mak weeks’ vacation from his duties at
Editor W O. Fuller. Rockland, Me/first all day session which will be ing billiard balls found.
the Standard Oil Plant in Rock
Associ. ' Editor. F. A Wlnslcw, Rock- .
,__
land. Lie.. Business Manager, J. M Yield for the Winter.
land.
Richardson, Rockland. Me.
Marriage is compulsory for every
2. That the owners are The CourierHungary has 5485 miles of rail one and lying is punishable by
Gaze tte Rockland. Me. and (stock
Actors must speak louder in cold
holders owning, or holding 1 percen ways.
death among some Eskimo tribes. weather ln order to be heard; their
or more of the total amount of stock)
W. O Fuller. Kathleen S. Fuller. F. A I
audiences wear more clothes and
Winslow. N. S Perxy H G. Cole. O F. I
clothes absorb sound.
HIUa J. M. Richardson, all of Rockland,

Saipi

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUNP
Advertisement* In thl* column no,
co exceed three line* lneerted one* for
U cent*, three time* for SO cent* Ad
dltlonel line* five cent* etch for onr
time. 10 cent* for three time* Fin
•mill word* to a Un*

FOR SALE
VIKING oil cabinet heater for sale,
used 3 months
W L GRAFTON
Thomaston. Tel. 133 or call at house
after 5pm____________________ 121-tf

LOCKING gas tank, cap and keycase lost between Rockland and Cam
den Tuesday. 8 L CULLEN. 10 Ran
kin St . City
119*121

WANTED
GIRL for housework wanted, two In
family MRS EATON. 455 Old County
Rd. Tel. 645-J
121*123

PRACTICAL nurse would like em
ployment Address P O BOX 118. Be’DRY. slab wood. 4-ft. length for sale fast. Me_______________________ 120*122
Two cord lots. 17. Fitted 85 cord. De
THREE
waitresses
wanted, fine
livered
ROBERT ESANCY. Liberty. chance for friends. 86 board, tips MRS
Tel Washington 12-23________ 121-123 HAWLEY. 780 High St . Bath. Tel. 725.
c
121*
500 PARMENTER Red Pullets for sale.
E C JOHNSON Camden. Tel Lincoln
TWO
rooms
wanted
for
light
house

ville H-31_________________
120-122 keeping for the Winter DAN MUNRO.
BLUE and green Hubbard and De Long Cove Me_________________ 121*123
licious squa-h Winter cabbate for
RENT wanted at once. Suitable lor
sale
OVERNESS SARKESIAN 157
Will buy monthly basis At
Talbot Aye.. TEL 568-W_______ 121-123 i children^
South Thomaston, Rockport or High
FRESH picked Brussells aprouts and lands. TEL 1131________________ 120-tf
brocholll for Bale, alao fancy collec
CONVA1JSCENT or maternity esses
tion of gourd* and everlaatlng straw wanted
at MAUD PORTERS HOME.
flowers; No 1 potatoes. 80c per bushel; j 11 Park St
, Camden____________ 120-122
Hubbard snd Delicious -quash; ruta
baga turnips and sweet cider. STILES J MIDDLE-aged Prostestant gentleman
FARM Tel. 256 14. opposite Oakland ' desires board In private family. Write
________________________________ 121-12.3 l "M. M." care The Courier Gazette
120*122
LEHIGH Valiev stove and nut coal
for sale. 114 50; Pocahontas lumpy
CONVALESCENT or elderly ladle*
soft |9 fitted dry hard wood. 81 50 ft. i wanted to board ln my modern home.
J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62 I NElJ.tE F GROTTON. 138 Camden St
120-tf Tel 1081-W.
109-tf
24-FT power boat, for sale, with -lew
FURNTTYTRE wanted to upholster,
feur cylinder motor E K MALONEY. called for and delivered T J FLEM
South Cuahlng._________________121-123 1 ING. 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W 113'118-tf
PAINTED Ivory colored bed-room i
furniture for sale
Including met
res* and spring. MRS PILLSBURY I
Tel 287-J______________________ 121-123
DOLL house, also doll s furniture for
sale TEL 1098-R______________ 121-tf j FURNISHED heated apartment to
OAK desk for sale knee hole, flat let at 14 MASONIC_ST________ 121*123
top. 5 x5 x2>4’. BLAKE WALLPAPER I
TWO apartments: 3 furnished rooms
STORE
120 122 1 w.th toilet: and 4 unfurnished rooms
with
bath Inquire 12 Knox St, TEI
A living-room coal stove for sale, in
121-tf
ood condition M E COPELAND. 32 156 W. i
Inox St . Thomaston_________ 120-122
KITCHENETTE apartment to let al
1936 BUICK sedan for sale FRIEND so four rooms with bath 77 Park St.
TEL 330 or 1154________________ 121-tf
SHIP OARAGE. Friendship. Me
119*121
FURNISHED apartment to let for
HORSE for sale Will trade for stock Winter. 21 Talbot Ave., TEL 8-R
or wood
FRANK CROCKETT. Ten ________ _______________________ 121-123
ants Harbor . Tel 16-21_________120 122
SINGLE house to let. 7 rooms, bath;
WHITE Iron crib lor sale, ln good adults only. C M BLAKE, wallp-per
condition
Reasonable
MRS JOHN store. Tel 1061_________________121-123
MILLS. 92 Broadway. City.
120-122
SMALL apartment to let on Talbot
NATIONAL cash register for sale Ave., ail modem Improvements. Fur
nished
or unfurnished Inquire DAVE
TEL 1123-W 84 Park St________120-122
RUBENSTEIN Tel 1285._______ 119-121
McrNTOSH apples, all grades and
SIX rooms to let. bath garage, wood
prices for sale, also new sweet elder
HILLCREST HOMESTEAD. U S Rt 1. shed. Newly reflnlshed Inside and out
Inquire
12 Myrtle_St____________ 121*126
South Warren.
120-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel’
PARLOR 6tove for sale ln fine con
121-tf
dition. 815 61 MAIN ST. Thomaston, 579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
eaatalde.
120*122
FOUR-room house to let. Owl’s Head
TWO hydraulic dump bodies for sale village Shed, running water, garage.
garden plot CALL 386-5.
120-123
at Tenants Harbor. ALLISON W MOR
RIS. Tel 36
119*121
THREE-room apartment for rent.
4*4 MONTHS Red-Rock pullets for Just vacated; automatic heat, hot
water, bath and electric lights. 3d
sale, beginning to lay FRED L MIL floor.
826 MRS FROST. Tel. 318-W.
LER, Tel 15-13, Warren
119*121
120-tf
FANCY year-old fowl for sale. 20c
HOUSE with six rooms to let. all
a pound. Orders taken and delivered
V. L PACKARD. Tel 347-M
119 tf modern Improvements. 47-A Granite
St
Inquire at 51 Granite St.. TEL
DRY wood for sale, fltted Junks, 152-M.
,______________________ 119*121
fireplace, undercover
K W DEAN.
FOUR-room furnished apartment to
South Hope, Tel Union 11-11 118-123
t let Full size kitchen heat and hot
SHOT guns and rifles, bought, sold water Adults only. 16 SUMMER ST
and exchanged ARTHUR 8 SMALLEY. ________________________________ 119*121
Kumonlnn Cafe. 239 Main St.. City.
OFFICE to let. central location.
________________________________ 113*121 steam
heated TEL 133.________ 118-tf
PIGS for sale at City Farm. 83 each;
THREE-room furnished apartment to
alao ahoata at various prices.
115-tf
let Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11
SIX-room house and garage for sale JAMES ST______________________ 116-tf
on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water
FURNISHED apartment ol 3 rooms,
heat. Price 61800. Can be paid for
as rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or to let. suitable for couple; garage If
desired
C. A EMERY, Tel. 436 M
330. 283 Main 3t._______________ 118-tf
116-tf
1940 WILLYS >,'a-ton pick-up for sale,
MODERN tenement to let at 50*4
equipped with heater and defroster.
Will sell at a bargain
E O. PHIL Summer St. Tel 253-M. A. C McLOON.
BROOK 6t SON. 632 Main 8t., Tel. City____________________________ 115-tf
466-W, City._____________________ 118-tf
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 8150; land St. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock
lan
d St._______________________ 111-tf
Sawed. 81 40: long. 81 30 M. B. * C O.
PERRY. Tel 487_______________ 118-tf
FURNISHED, heated room. 84 week.
SAIL boat for sale 18x6', round FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 330
118-tf
bottom, center-board. gaff-rlgged; new
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer 3t„ City.____________ 69-tf
D 4 H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
88 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
not screened 69 ton del.; screened. 610
WE nav best prices for old cars.
ton del. M B * C. O. PERRY. '19 ALFRED DAVIS. 156 New County Rd ,
Main St.. Tel. 487.
118-tf Clty,_RF.D L_________________ 119*121
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
In Jamaica Plain, Mass., c^ied by bodies
lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal
the serious illness of her mother cium. Phosphorus. Get 35c size Ostrex
today
First package satisfies or mak
Mrs. Letha Simmons, has returned er refunds
low price
Call, write C.
home.
H MOOR it CO., and all other good
Louise Platt and Victor Mature are the starring duo in Hal Roach s
drug stores.
118*132
“Captain Caution,” the sweeping epic of the sea, wnich wks filmed from
WE'buy, sell and trade used guns.
Good supply on hand. R E NUTT
Kenneth Roberts' best-seller.
Shoe Store, 436 Main St.. City. 116-121
One of the big Jobs facing the over the head!' of Victor Mature
MALE. Instruction.
We want to
get In touch with mechanically In
"Captain Caution” company was and Louise Platt, hero and heroine
clined men with character references,
the rigging of the good ships "Olive of the plsture
now employed, reliable with fair edu
cation. who wish to better themselves
The slam-bang, rough-and-tum
Branch” and "Beetle," which take
by training ln spare time at home
part in the sea battle during the ble fight between Victor Mature and
and later ln our shop for Electric Re
frigeration and Air
Conditioning.
Bruce
Cabot
in
"Captain
Caution
”
War of 1812. Fifteen experts were
Write fully. UTILITIES INSTITUTE,
engaged to construct a total of five required two and one half days to
care this paper.
119*121

TO LET

S

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

Me
3. That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders,
owning or holding 1 percent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages
or other securities are; (There are
none).
4 That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if
any. contain not only the list of stock
holders and security l.olders as they
appear upon the hooks ol the company,
but f Iso ln cases where the stockholder
or security he'der appears upon the
Kjoks of the company as trustee or ln
any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee ls acting, ls given; also
that the said two paragraphs oontaln
statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circum
stances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and
securities ln a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant
has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has
anv interest direct or Indirect ln the
said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.
5 That the average number of
copies of each Issue of this publication
sold or distributed through the matls
or otherwise, to paid subscribers dur
ing the six months preceding the date
shown above ls 5389. (This Informa
tion ls required from daily publica
tions only, but The Courier-Gazette
waives the exemption).
F. A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
Oct 3. 1940
JOS. EMERY,
Notary Public
(Mr commission expires May 9 1942 1 |

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Qenuint

BUSINESS
CARDS
Finest quality of steel engraving
on fine while vellum stock 500 lor

only ■

xi.

PLATE INCLUDEDI

Wide selection ol letter stylet.

Come in and see our samples.

Postage Extra

Tom Brown. Nan Grey and Mischa Auer in Universal’s romantic
musical farce, “Margie.” On the stage in person, “Uncle Ned’s Radio
Varieties ’

MISCELLANEOUS
-- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SELL with

WANT-ADS

complete masts with rigging strong
enough for a scene in which 25
fee| of snapping rope and a huge
spar could fall from the roof of

film. Both actors used to do a lot
of amateur boxing, but they agreed
that this so-called sham battle was
the most stienuoiis in which they

the set and swing » f«w inches hftd -cvac Lngftgod..

The Courier-Gazette

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

Every-Other-Oay

VINALHAVEN
« « as
MRS OSCAR C LANE
Correspondent

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 8,1d4d

Capt Zach’s Hunch

IT LOOKS DIFFERENT NOW

Whv the Old Yankee
Skipper Phoned To a
Rockland Doctor

Carl Dyer has begun work on hls
Another Maine yarn out of Yar
new house located on the North mouth deals with Capt. Zach, who
Haven road.
unmistakably was “a character.”
Winfield Leadbetter has returned
from Niagara. N. Y. and will spend He was a Yankee skipper, in the
the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Mau days when discipline was stern, and
as lt happened in this case he won
rice Leadbetter.
Mrs. Vincett Daucette returned the violent antagonism of those
over whom he ruled with iron
from Beverly. Mass.
Emery Hopkins and William Hop hand, although everyone had to
kins of North Haven were week- admit his ability as a navigator
end guests of Mr. and Mrs Vinal 8"d his willingness to take hls own
share of responsibility and do hls
Hopkins.
Pox Islanders 4-H Club, leader dulV “ he saw “• He never sPared
Barbara Nuttlr.g and assistant Re- himself—ar others.
It seems, according to the tradi
becca Duncan, met Friday at Camp
Alyosca at Shore Acres. Supper was tion recounted here, that the time
served after which 13 were admit finally came when fate caught up
ted to membership and installation with Capt. Zach. He got into a
of officers was held. It was voted dicker on shore, and was served
to meet Friday night with Miss with a process that would tie up
Mary Maker for supper and meet- ship, cargo and all hands. But
Capt. Zach was equal to the emer
„ ing.
Mrs. Ernest Conway will enter gency. He had the crew cooper
tain the Knit-Wits Wednesday him inside a barrel, marked with
an identifying spot on its head.
night. Luncheon will be served.
Harvest Sunday will be observed i
the boys made the most of
Oct. 13 at Union Church.
! handling that particular parcel. The
Home from “Wild Cat” where I
runs thus:
"First, they turned the barrel
they have been employed on stone
work are : Robert Oeorgeson, John end-for-end, and gave him a tough
View east from top of Lynde Hotel. From an old photo furnished by
Johnson Matt Matson. Fritz Skoog. few minutes as he squirmed around
Mrs. Ralph T. Clark.
Adolph Anderson. Fritz Anderson to bring himself head-up? He
could lust make lt He was no
and Oosta Skoog.
Mr. and Mrs. David Anderson. sooner right-end-up again when
Mrs. Edward T. White and son they turned the barrel over. About
every 15 minutes they turned the
went Friday to Newburgh. N. Y.
Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin and , barrel. Then they put the barrel
son of Bangor are guests of her j in the sling, and worked the winch
parents Mr. and Mrs. Leonard j so he came up on board. The barSwears.
r?l bounced on the side of the ship
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs returned two or three times, and did a con
Thursday from a visit in Rock siderable amount of swinging and
land with her sister Mrs. Everett twisting, too. Then it bounced
Payson.
real hard on the deck, was picked
Mrs Leslie Stinson returned up again, and was dropped like a
These Kilkenny bowlers, the Skip like that something is brewing, and
Thursday from Camden.
plummet into the hold.
pers and the Ganders, are on the it's a safe bet the brew will be bitter
Mr. and Mrs Sigvard Beckman.
“Just before the barrel hit the
for the Skip men. The score:
Mrs. John Beckman and children keelson the man at the winch put warpath again and opened the cur- Ganders
on the brake' and” the Jerk almost "nt season tn due form at Scot tv Sanborn ................ 97 80 90—267
went Saturday to Whalen, Mass.
Mrs. Regina Crowell of North started the seams in the ship. Littlefield's place on Coombs' Neck Grimes _________ 90 83 85—258
Haven ls visiting Mr. and Mrs. Then thev ran the barrel up and last Sunday with appropriate cere- Littlefield ______ 72 76 83—231
Reuben Carver.
down 10 or 15 times, and ended by monles ar.d accessories, the acces- Shields ___
82 94
Mrs Fred Greenlaw and Mrs. bouncing lt on the keelson so it Mrlfs consisted of a fish dinner con- Goose Arej
92 97
Laura Varney passed the weekend jumped about 10 feet ln the air. cocted in best style a la Oene Hall
That was when Capt. Zach broke _ Bowling was forgo ten, during the
in Monson.
433 430
, day, especially while the softball Skippers
Mrs.
Susan Woodcock
and .
rt.rt.rt.rt MVAM 4 Wv -..rtrtrtrtr r
rt AV nA 1* _
daughter Marian went Saturday to
89 1C3
Drew
.....
Worcester. Mass.
87 79 92—258
Peterson
Mrs. Mary Chapman of Rock
64 75
•Hall
land is guest of her sister Mrs. him walk zig-zag. Capt. Feather- the crowd as to what was going to Guilford
90 87 79—256
Rebecca Arey.
85 103
Skip Arey
fiVILVAI DlUUCI, WlCl
UflilCU JIUII.
nv
.
IJ
Mrs. Herbert Ames entertained got tired of it after a while and ,n« year ™th 'a'h aide ~
he got in his catboat and sailed out on top it was difficult to see who
the “Antique Club Monday.
405 447 431-1284
Mrs. Ray Philbrook and son Wy from Muscongus down to Portland was going to pay for the bowling bu
The little man who was not
man returned Saturday from Ban to have it broken and set again, ’Uh Cap n Grimes on their heels it there
gor.
right. The doctors wouldn't touch w“
who was going to
Rev. and Mrs. William J. Hutch it. Told him he was too old. He pay for the dinners. The Goose was
a u. t
irtA'. ln flne fettle and claimed that he STONINGTON
inson and Mr. and Mrs. W Y. Pos- swore and. ,fumed,
but they wouldn
d0
as wfU on thp
and Mrs John Fitzpatrick
ett. attended church Sunday in
listen, and he sailed hls catboat
he
tabk #nd everybody of Searsport were ln town Sunday.
North Haven.
c"'e a8Eln, agreed ^e would be a sensation, if
Donato De Palma is in Concord.
Miss Faye Coburn is in Rockland
Then one day he telephoned up ®
.y
d
N R
for a few days
Wm^m^wn “X^u
OuMta at ““
*** A E
Mrs Belle Trask is residing with
"Ted" MacDonald who has been him
to come down. Are you sick? ....
mm-ox
.
.
A1
_
j
a
....
*•
u
Libby,
George
Bragdon
and
scorer
the Gordon MacKays.
employed on yacht Magic has re asked the doctor. "Nope
said
ToI^n
turned from Marblehead.
Mr and Mrs. Kendrick Simpson
C
’
P
..
Z
’
±,
w
ho
»s
»lck
NO-,
It
was
the
gnnning
Ganders
wno
lMss Marguerite Clayter is em
body.
' Then wh. do you want madp
thelr boftst of scalping and Mr. and Mrs. Florian Small of
ployed ip Waverly, Mass.
.I, „„ T
, ’J the Skippers ’hen they met Tues- Boston were recent visitors in town.
Mrs. Silvia McEchran of Green ™
Mrs. Josie Sellers was home from
g
°
‘ng t0,day night at the Cascade Alleys.
ville came Saturday, called by the
Bangor for a few days recently.
have a broken leg.
and
again
it
was
a
case
of
prepared

illness of her aunt Mrs. William
“Capt. Zach had gone out ln the ness versus un-preparedness. Many
Mary Coombs is attending busi
Benner.
woodshed had laid his crooked leg
the creaklng jolnta among thc ness College ln Portland.
Nelson Bunker went Thursday to
across the chopping block, and
and many the groans as
Mrs. Mildred Allen is attending
Bar Harbor to visit his brother.
fetched It a walloping great smack they trl?d tQ
Qne down {he al>y business College ln Bangor.
At Union Church Sunday morn
rou ignominously
ing after the prayer and Scripture with the flat of the axe. It was only to j,ave
Guy Gray of the U. S. Army ia
broken to smithereens. When the lnto
guttff whUe the „hex. ____
home______
for a_______
few days from Fort
reading by Rev. Kenneth Cook.
doctor
arrived
he
found
Capt.
Zach
on
the
Ganders
were
piling
|
Hamilton.
Brooklyn
Miss Laura B. Sanborn, gave an
At the recent American Legion
able and Inspiring talk on "What sitting on the chopping block. up g wlnnlng scorp
Some c,f the Skippers said under Convention Richard Howell was
We Know About Ood." The vest smoking his pipe, and hanging on
ed choir sang anthems and a duet to his shin. “I think It's busted their breath that they were enter chosen to serve on the National
was sung by Flavilla Anderson and better now that it was before." taining “the Uttle man who wasn't Committee for Americanism.
there” meaning Genial Gene Hall,
Mrs. Helen Keenan of Portland
Dorothy Bennett Communion was said Capt. Zach.
"The doctor did the best he for Gene’s score was somewhat less is visiting her mother Mrs. Lillian
observed.
At the meeting of the Ladies of could, and that was all right, be than the minimum allowed, but Eaton at Lea Hill.
Lincoln Aiklns has been made
the G A R. Friday night, sons of cause the leg healed straight as an Gene simply laffed if off and asked
Veterans, Bruce Grindle, Ralph arrow—even straighter than the for # match or two (0 g«t nmbered President of Dawson County Ju
was not a slngle strlng nior College in Olendive, Mont.
Warren. James Calderwood and other, because originally the Capout-of-town officers, Dept. Com tain was a little mite bow-legged, wortb writing home about, but the Mr. Atkins was once principal of
mander, George Melzard of Bath But nobody ever commented on (Otaj efyort was considered by your Stonington High School and Mrs.
Dept. Vice Commander. Frank A this fact in the captains hearing— correspondent as worth writing io Aiklns is the former Marion Cousins
Courier-Gazette about, for when daughter of Mrs. Susie Cousins of
Downs of Belfast. Dstrict Super it might Just strike him to fix up
visor, Charles W. Schaller of Rock the other one you know"—By tj,e skippers and the Ganders get this place.
Kenneth Furrow and family have
land were guests of honor at supper Alice Frost Lord in the Lewiston together even the World’s 8eries
| has some competition.
moved to Margaret Joyce's house.
and during the meeting were made Journal.
honorary members of the Ladles
And it is believed that there will
A 25-foot cable rope fastened to
of the G A R. These officers were the entertainment. A quilt, a rug, be some startling news in the near
in town ln the interest of Gettys an afghan and crocheted cape, were future abcut- these two teams for a truck's rear bumber and attached
burg Camp of Sons of Veterans. included n the awards. Returning Der Captain Grimes has been going j to a special “mitten" that slips over
They were overnight guests of Past 1 at a late hour, all pronounced it a around town with a Cheshire cat the propeller blade ls sometimes
ptr.'ect day. Those present: Emma grin that simply would not come used to start a balky plane engine
Dept. President, Ola C. Ames.
Inspection was held at the recent Winslow, Mertie Carver. Mame oil, and when Der Captain smiles i when the starter fails to work.
meeting of L. Carver Relief Corps Oray. Kitty Webster. Bess Burns.
by State Installing officer, Mrs. i Anrie Lane. Carrie Burns. Floss
Laura Libby and State President, Mullen, Mary Chapman. Rebecca
Mrs. Marguerite Duplisea. Supper Arey. Jennie Elwell. Maggie Leadwas served by the housekeepers: better. Annie Patrick, Susan Hop
Rebecca Arey Della Simmers, Cora kins. Eva Billings, guests of honor
Peterson. A quilt was tied in the were Lora Poole, Lois Webster.
ceived the mystery package. This Original and appropriate poetry
afternoon.
Lillian Gregory re- was read by Carrie Burns and was
program was presented: Contralto ! much appreciated.
solo by Blanche Kittredge and [ Mrs. Byron MacDonald has rereadings by Cora Peterson. Lillian i turned from Palmer Memorial
Gregory and Cora Bunker. The ' Hospital where she has been a pa//>
State officers were over night i tlent. Capt. MacDonald returned
guests of Mrs. Marie Teele.
Saturday from Marblehead. Mass.,
The Butterflies and Weary Club where he has been charge of yacht
were entertained Tuesday at an Magic.
all day session by the Caterpillars 1 Mrs. Leonard Swears and daughat the "Lorette". Beano featured ter Mrs. Charles Polk returned
Thursday from Rockland.
$ roe try <
store burglar who
Ie4+ no findarprinTs-*’
not idonM/iod bx
VINALHAVEN
r/
marks loft in a /lie*
& ROCKLAND
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THOSE KILKENNY BOWLERS

Cascade Alley Is A-Tremble When It
Thinks Of What Is Coming

STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Beauty Reaches All-Time High in New ’41 Chevrolet

Willkie Hits Hard at Defi
cit, Spending and

Third Term.

Wendell Willkie la hitting hard at
the third term and the national debt
as he wages his
campaign as the
Republican nomi
nee for the presi
dency. To his
mind, both the na
tional debt and the
third term are
linked together.
Both contain
threats against the
•'American Way of
Life”; threats of a
Wendell Willkie possible dictator- j
ship.
In the speeches Mr. Willkie has
made since the campaign opened, he
has been asserting that every de
mocracy which has fallen in the
course of history has been destroyed
because of overwhelming debt. ''For
eight long years we have been going
down that road. Now the man who
has brought that threat to us is ask
ing for a third term.”
"We have existed in this country
for 160 years under the great tradi- .
tion that two terms are enough for |
any president Yet now, when of all ,
times democracy and the demo- '
cratic way of life are facing their !
greatest test when of all times we
should preserve all of the processes
ot the democratic system, we have
a man who says, T am indispen
sable.' ”
“This campaign is a crusade for
the preservation of the American
way of life. This is a crusade to
establish an example of liberty for
all the world. It is a crusade against
the concentration of power in Wash
ington. It is a crusade against the
egotism of the doctrine of the in
dispensable man.”
Mr. Willkie'i indorsement of the
present farm program, with modifi
cations to remove objectionable fea
tures of administration, eliminates
the question of benefit payments as
a campaign issue. But on the debt
and the third term, Mr. Willkie has
fundamental issues to take to the
farmer, home owner and business
man. The national debt, rapidly ap
proaching 50 billion dollars, he de
scribes as a mortgage on every
farm, home and business in Amer
ica. He predicts that if President
Roosevelt is re-elected, the debt will
grow to 75 billion dollars within the
next four years.
"The great immediate benefit
which can be brought to agricul
ture," says Mr. Willkie, "is restora
tion of business-like methods in gov
ernment and the return of the pres
ent ten million unemployed to the
payrolls so they again can become
purchasers of the farmer’s products.
I believe both things could be
brought about. AU that is needed is
the touchstone of someone who
knows about production, who knows
that the most glorious thing in the
country is not words, but work."

Completely new styling Joins with numerous merhaniral
knprou-menls to make the new 1911 Chevrolet, now on
display at all dealers', a worthy successor to the cars
which have earned first place in public favor year after
year. The greater size and roominess of the new models,
as well as their sleek new beauty, are apparent in the
Special De Luxe Sport Sedan, shown above.
At (2) Is shown the spacious interior of the same model's
rear compartment, and al (3) is its front compartment,
showing two-spoke steering wheel with horn-blowing ring,
now sliding-type sun visors, and smartly re-styled dash.

A Doctor’s Belief

•J body and soul, in the opinion of
Dr. William Brady, widely recog
nized medical columnist, who wrote
recently:
' When I was a boy my mother
was an active, perhaps a militant
member of the W. C. T. U. and nat
urally I gave her a solemn pledge
to abstain from alcohol and tobacco
until I grew up. Naturally, too, I
kept that pledge. This country to
day needs more mothers who ask
their children to give that pledge.
"Aside from the unquestioned
Did Not Prodace
harm either tobacco or alcohol does
That trade agreements have not to children, and we are all children
produced foreign markets for Amer until we attain mature development
ican farmers is evidenced by a drop ... the exercise in self-discipline
of >104,000,000 in agricultural prod a child gets from keeping such a
ucts exported during the fiscal year pledge is good for the character and
ending June 30, 1939, as compared good for the soul.
with the fiscal year ending June 30,
"I hope the Woman's Christian
1934—the year prior to the enact Temperance Union will continue to
ment of the Reciprocal Trade agree inspire mothers and other women
ment act.
who have charge of children, as long
as booze is available to youth.”
Cotton to Corn

Through regulation. Secretary
Wallace has reduced the corn acre
age of the corn producing states of
the North by 5,139,000 acres. But
the farmers ot cotton producing
states of the South have been en
couraged to raise corn instead ot
cotton, and Increased their corn
acreage by 5,814.000 acres.
Did Not Work

That New Deal reciprocal trade
agreements did not attract buyers is
shown by the purchase, by countries
with which these agreements were
made, of meat products to the value
of 17,644,000 pounds in 1935, before
the agreements were made, and only
15,175,000 pounds in 1939, when all
agreements were in effect.
Reduced Farm Tariffs

Relief, or Beer, Money?
Ranking close to the laboring
man as one of beer’s best cus
tomers is the relief client, yet in
the face of this the government has
paid out over 10 billions of dollars
for relief—which to John Q. Public
sometimes looks like pump priming
of the brewers' financial wells.
When beer taxes show an increase
they represent an actual increased
waste of public wealth, as they are
of no constructive gain to industrial
income.
For every one million dollars paid
in beer taxes, the brewing industry
gets five million dollars from the
customer. Beer’s so-called benefits
are offset by the physical, mental
and moral havoc that the 65 million
gallons of pure alcohol in thc total
annual beer output creates or is
capable of creating in the lives of
beer patrons.

Reciprocal trade agreements made
by the New Deal reduced the tariff
on 152 agricultural products, despite
^Sponsored by W. C. T. U.»
candidate Roosevelt's statement in
1932: "I know of no excessively high
Below 900 fathems. the water of
tariff duties on farm products . . .
that should be lowered.”
the oceans is within three or four
degrees of the freezing point of
letter Writing Week. October 6-12. fresh water
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IS THE

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut. Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

WAY

t m

TO HEAT YOUR HOME

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

Bankruptcy
Threatens U. S.

Page Five

• 'blue coal’ is the finest
Pennsylvania anthracite,
especially prepared to give

you clean, steady, even
heat. No fuss or bother.
Saves you money, tool

Order f^om us today!

Y.<

The Courier-Gazette

>$$s, disappointed aty
Jindinf a so4o ompfv , ’
cracked tho oFFicc bo/'s
bank ond sEolt $0 pennies*
. rt-.UTlA.rt UNTWn CUMFATO

cavind his au+c i
■ /or -thirty
soeondz, a jowolcr
returned +x> 4ind
• 2o,ooo in j»m/ stolen •

L

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
TUNE IN ON

THE SHADOW “ EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

One of the major changes is substitution of concealed
safety-steps (4) for the running boards of other years, an
improvement adding to the rar's beauty without sacrifice
of the safety and convenience which running boards provide. At (5) is the sit-cylinder Chevrolet valve-in-head
engine for 1941, in which many refinements have been
made. Horsepower i» increased from So to90 without offecting economy; and cooling, lubrication and rarburrtion
are all improved. In circle is the new switrh which reverses
the ignition current polarity each lime the starter is oper
ated, indefinitely prolonging the life of distributor points.

’ us to believe that the third term
would be more successful than the
last seven and one-half years?”
"The mteing at Detroit proved
But Work Should Be
that women are well organized but
Increased. Said Mrs.
more is needed." said Mrs. Smi'h.
Smith In New York SpeedT' “personal contact and work with
all classes of women are one w»y
Speaking before the Republican to reach our goal"
Women's Club of Glencove. N Y.
"We should work for the De
Mrs. Smith argued against the third mocracy that has given us women in
term and compared the beginning America the fullest, freest lives of
•any women in history." She said,
of dictatorships in Europe with the "women play an important role in
present situation in America She the defense of our country In times
called upon the women to exercise of war, but this is a time when they
their rights as voters by going to should all work together with pa
the polls and voting for Wendell triotic fervor, that freedom can be
Willkie. declaring that he was for continued."
the social legislation that all women
approved of.
Alfalfa first was known ln cen
“Wendell Willkie.” she said, “is tral and southwestern Asia, and was
for an efficient and businesslike ad introduced in the United States
ministration. also payment of debts.” from Chilie in 1854.
j "Women are needed In government
for the traits of character that make
them vitally Interested ln labor prob
lems. child welfare and education.”
"Labor.” she warned, “will be faced
Women who sutler painful, irregu
with new difficulties regardless of
lar periods with nervous, moody
the outconfc of the present war in
spells dui to functional cauas
should find Lydia E. Plnkham’s
Europe and women will be called
Vegetable Compound simply mar
upon to help solve the problems aris
velous to relieve such distress.
Pinkham's Compound In made espe
ing from competition of foreign
cially to help such weak, tired wom
labor and lower standard of living.”
en to go smiling thru difficult days.
Over WOOO.OOO women have reported
"Today production and employ
remarkable benefits. WELL WORTH
ment are stimulated by orders for ^TRYINmAnydrugatore^^^^^^
defense, but is thi» any reason for

Women Organized

FEMALE PAINi

i W■

-

’

i»w

1^

ute,'
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
goo</ first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your

name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.
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•60 AHEAD AND HIT ME!”

THEIR FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

THOMASTON
««a«
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moody Observing It
In Thomaston—A Double Wedding Retold

ROCKPORT
& ft ft ft
».TT>A O CHAMPNWT
Correspondent
ftftftft

Tel. 3238

She Attacks Wine

CAMDEN

Slower In Enslaving and
Killing, But Acts None
Less Surely, Says
Mrs. Wise

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 713

"Wine Is one of the great de
Gillchrest entertained
1 1 ' ’ ' ' 1 1 1 1
*■
! Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam ceivers" was the essence of com- j Mrs
Edson N. Spear and Charles
A
man
who
amassed
three
for-1
is
the
owner
of
a
cotton
mill
In
Raisperrt
the
weekend
as
-visitors
at
ments
made
by
Mrs.
Ida
B.
Wise
Friday
afternoon
in honor of her
Wadsworth were home for the
tynes only to see them fritter away larSvllle. Mass. Kenneth is with tho the home of Mr. arid Mrs.-Delmort Smith, president of National W. C. mother, Mrs. Adria Babbidge, the
weekend from Fort McKinley,
• . ..
Equitable Life Insurance Co. in New Ballard in Afrllrifrtorc, ffaass.
Portland.
T. U.. as the nation's grape harvest occasion being Mrs. Babbidge’s 87th
in the country’s three worst depres-,
..........................................
.
,
. York, and also has a farm near
Mr. and Mrs Fred Cole of
, .
,
birthday. Several friends and relaThe Garden Club will hold the last
sions is ebserving his golden wed- i jjaverbui, Mass
__
Rochester,
N. Y.
arrived Sundry came nearer Rnd the wine divisioh tlves _____
were present.
meeting of the season Thursday I
ding anniversary in Thomaston to
for a visit wiih his cousin, Miss of the liquor traffic prepared its
The
re-telling
of
the
double
wed

A
160-pound
black bear was the
night at 7.30 at the home of Mrs i
day. The man is Harry C. Moody ding ceremony in which the Moodvs Marion Weidman.
second annual drive for new cus center of attraction on Mam street
James Creighton. Each member is j
of Brookline. Mass., and Thomas- were participants is aporopriatelv
The Garden Club m^ets tonight tomers or what Mrs. Smith termed Monday morning. The bear was
requested to represent a flower,
ton; his domestic partner was Ma- I told in this connection. The article at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. "selling 80.000.000 souls into slav was shot by J. Riker Proctor in the
either by her costume or some ac-1
rion Watts of Thomastcn. Recau'e is from The Courier-Gazette of O"t. Heistad. An interesting program ery.”
vicinity of Grand Lakes Stream.
cessory.
her health today is far from rugged 9. 1890. and was written by the has been arranged by Lester P.
Mrs. Percy Hopkins will be hostess
“
Wine
hides
behind
the
false
Miss Eleanor Wetherbee of
the observance of the wedding anni- I late Arnold H. Jones It follows:
Shlble6, president with musical theory that It is the ’drink of mod- Nov. 1 to the Baptist Phllathea
Swampscott, Mass, was overnight
versary is a very quiet one, but the
Although it was a cloudy and numbers by Mr arid: Mrs. Heistad. eratlon and ingratiates itself by C ass and Sewing Circle. A program
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. For
home is open to all friends, and it is' rainy October day. yet there took a large attendance/Is desired,
claiming to be the ’drink of high of entertainment and social evening
est Stone.
safe to say that the couple will place in Thomaston the 8th. two Mr. and Mrs. Artfrur K. Walker society'.” she declared. "As with Is being planned.
Invitations have been receiv’d
The streets returned Sunday from a month's beer, the alcohol in wine may act
The Methodist Ladles' Aid Socie
receive many- reminders of the brilliant weddings.
here to the wedding Oct. 26 at the
were quite active at an early hour visit with her sIst^'Tilrs.
sjstjgr Mrs. George more slowly in enslaving or kill ty will have an all day session Wed
occasion.
First Parish Unitarian Church in
Mr. Moody was bom in Lincoln-1 with the passing to and fro of many[Zett and brothel. Frritl Buzzell In ing. but it acts none the less sure nesday In the vestry. There will be
Cambridge, of Miss Marjorie E. Mills
ville. Aug. 17, 1856. The paternal | people eag?r to attend these Inter-!San Francisco. The'etftlre trip was ly.”
. a quilting and a picnic luncheon will
to Chester M. Aldrich. Jr. Miss
acres were sold when h? was 12 years I est lng ceremonies.
made by train, going the northern
The White Ribbon leader re be served. Husbands of the mem
Mills is the daughter of Mr. and
old, and the family moved to St
First of these weddings was that I route and returning via southern ferred to the recent statement of bers are invited to the luncheon.
Mrs. Amos S. Mills, formerly of this
Stephen. N B . where the bey spent I of James S. Brown of Omaha. Neb . route, and was mosk delightful,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis are ocDr. Edward A. Strecker of Philatown.
his teens. His father was the in- , and Anne H. Henderson, daughter of! Misses Jean Barker. Elizabeth delphia, who was quoted In the cupying their new home on Central
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot, local chair
ventor of a glass cylinder lifting the late Capt. James Henderson of Britton and Lillian Whitmore, etr.- September Issue of Hygeia as say- (street,
man, Miss Jessie M. Stewart, treas
pump which proved very successful, i this town, which took place at the j ployes of the Christian Science lng that you may be a social drinkMr. and Mrs. Alton H. Crone have
urer, Mrs. Fred Overlock, Miss Ella
Harry located in Boston and in Congregational Church at 11 o’clock Publishing Soelety. motored from er today and- a drunk tomorrow, taken the Fremont C. Arey house
K Gillchrest and Miss Jane Miller
1881 aided in establishment ofJShep- ■ in the foienoon. The church was! Boston Friday to be weekend guests that unless the drinker watches out on Bay View street for the Winter
attended the organization meeting
Don't be like that! The courteous way is the safer way. herd A- Co.’s Providence store. His gay in the profuse decoration of of Miss Whitmore’s parents, Mr, he is likely to seek reasons to and will move there shortly,
of the Knox County Chapter of the
stay there was a brief year, and he feathery ferns and pretty autumn and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore. Miss drink, then to drink without any I C. W Hopkins of Rockand has
Red Cross Sunday in Rockland.
was next heard from in Omaha, leaves T. A. Carr, W. R. Keating ; Whitmore will remain at home for reasons •’That is how drunks are bought the Bay View Street Garage
Thursday Club will meet at the | Gould also received many pleasing Charles MacDonald. The double Neb., where for three years he was W D. Andrews, G. H. Gardiner, J an indefinite time.
made," Dr. Strecker concluded.
business from Joseph W. Regnier,
ring service was used and the couple
home of Mrs Stanley Macgowan for gifts.
successfully engaged In the real M. Creighton and Lawrence Dunn
John MacGregor has returned to
Further supporting her criticism who I'8-' been the proprietor for the
were
attended
by
Mr
and
Mrs
hte first Fall meeting
At the meeting of the Friendly
estate business, amassing enough > acted as ushers.
West Newton. Mass., having been of wine. Mrs. Smith quoted from Past six years.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fcrnald and Club Wednesday night at Mrs. C. Charles Carver of Rockland.
money so that he opened the first
At the appointed hour. Miss Ka’c called here by the sudden death of the Scientific Temperance Jour •
Chief Allen Payson is In York
Following
the
ceremony
Mr
and
Mrs Dora Maxey are leaving tomor- E. Shorey s the evening was spent
department store in what was to Rose, the organist, began the wed-Mrs. Belle iDavis) Mac- nals Spring issue for 1932. which Village today, attending the annual
Mrs.
Anderson
left
for
a
brief
trip
row for a visit to the New York on Red Cross sewing The special
become one May one of the great' ding march from suite "Lachner."! LDegor.
said: "Mr. Roessle. a German meeting of the Maine State Fire
World’s Fair.
i Christmas fund got a generous through the White Mountains Mrs prosperous cities of the mld-West. during which the bride and bride-1 Mr and Mrs. Ralph Whitney pathologist In Basel, has been im Chiefs Association. He was accom
Anderson
is
a
graduate
of
Thom

Mrs. H. H. Newbert went Satur- start and any further contribuThe firm was known as the Bell De-1 groom entered, preceded by the bah^sun housekeeping in the pressed by two facts about drink panied by Assistant Chief Eugene
day to Upton, Mass., to visit her, tions will be appreciated. The aston High School and was for a
partm^nt Store Co., the partners [ bride’s little neices, Margaret and ! M. W. Spear apartment on Cam ers In Switzerland: First, the great Thompson. First Selectman Mar
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and next meeting will be in the Metho- time employed at the Colonial
frequency of alcoholism: second, shall of York will give the address
being
H. C. Moody. A. S Ackerman j Mary Jordan, dressed in white and den road.
\
Mrs Eugene Closson.
j dist kitchen Oc 16 when work for Beauty Shop.
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and Miss the relative rarity of extreme cases. of welcome and Chief Payson will
and
L.
B.
Williams.
The
building
]
bearing
in
their
hands
beautiful
Vacationing
here
this
week
are
boxes will be startThe W.C.T.U meets at the home the Chrisl
Gladys Young of Bar Harbor leave It is moderate alcoholism that kills deliver the response.
Robert E Burns. Robert E. King. was a three-story affair, occupying j flowers. This made a lovely picture.
of Mrs. Luther Clark Friday night ed.
The
bride
was
charmingly
arrayed
for? *n ,days’ vls‘t ‘n slowly but. according to Professor
Mrs. Otto Kneller and children,
a
lot
80x2C0
feet
at
the
corner
ol
with Red Cross sewing after the
The Junior Women's Club of. Howard
................Davis, Lawrence Russell.
Joyce and David, are visiting her
in rich gros grain white silk gown
““ Roessle, nevertheless kills.''
Dodge
and
15th
streets.
The
firm
'
________
_
_____
all
business meeting.
Rockland met with Mrs. Forest, Clyde Kelly and Henry o ,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
also had a branch store at Clarks., vrhich fell in graceful folds as they
_ _
.
#
passed up the broad aisle to the' Pd?eral ^es for Mrs. John
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook is visiting Stone last night. Frank A Winslow. of Boston
Conant.
corsage
of
yellow
roses.
Her
only
Neb.,
on
the
Northern
Pacific
Miss Olive Leach, accompanied byher son and daughter-in-law. Mr. | asociate editor of The Courier Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Borland re
altar. She carried a bouquet
?ere ,\eld Su'lday at attendant, her sister. Miss Priscilla
Railway.
several
friends,
was
at
home
for
a
and Mrs. Chester Philbrook. at Owl's Gazette, was the speaker.
The department store was opened j bridal roses loosely tied with white ,, e _
Crockett of Rockport, wore soldier turned Monday to Chicago, after
brief visit Sunday during her time
Head this week Mrs Flora Kalloch , There were 14 members present out from her duties at the Maine | in 1890 a year also memorable to 1’ ribbon. The ceremony was per- 1F Ernest Smith, pastor of the blue crepe with matching acces spending the Summer here.
is with Mi Seavey during her ab- j at the meeting of the Star Circle
Methodist Church officiating. In sories. and a corsage of talisman
Mrs. W. L. Dickens and Mbs
Mr Moody because of the domestic formed by Rev. J W Strout In his
sence.
] of Grace Chapter held at Mrs. General Hospital, Portland.
terment. was in the family lot in roses. The groom had as his best Lucie Dickens returned Monday
partnership whlc'. he formed at that usual beautiful and impressive man.
Mrs. Eben Bowman of Portland Blanche Lermonds last night,
from visiting in Fall River and
Ittae.
Came the panic of 1893 and per. At the conschislon the couple Iof rtie^high man. his brother, Bernard Kaler
Boston.
and Mrs. Frank Burnett of Water- Games and contests occupied the
the concern sold to Hayden passed down the aide to the music ,steem ]n whJoh the decfased / of Rockland.
ville returned Sunday to their time arKj prizes were awarded Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Aldiverde Norton
Immediately following the cereBrothers.
of the familiar Mendelssohn march. heid
,, .
qhomes after a brief visit with Mr Helen Duncan. Mrs. Alice Machave
returned from New York where
mony
they
returned
here
where
an
A step ahead of our story lies the
A wedding breakfast followed at
wpre Charles
and Mrs. Fred Davis.
gowan and Mrs. Edna Young. Refact that Mr Moody had been in the residence of the bride’s mother. Joseph wheel„ Robert Russell &nd informal reception was held at the !bey w^_re quests of Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Stephen Lavender passed freshments were served by Mrs.
home of her parents, the bride Victor Grover.
the employ of the Union Pacific East Main street, and the happy Hugh Benner
the weekend in Cambridge, Mass.. Emma Young. Mrs. Edna Young
Dr. and Mrs. Harry J. Pettapiece,
! Railroad as a special agent and couple left on the noon train for j Mlsa Dorothy Louise Field be- cutting her cake at the refreshvisiting her grandfather, Frank P and Mrs. Dorothy Libby.
ment hour. Many beautiful and j Dr- and ^rs- Verne Rice of SearsPullman
car
conductor.
He
ran
for
,
their
home
in
Omaha.
As
the
hack
United Cement Workers Union |
came the bride of James Clifford
Parker.
(By Chuck Cochard)
one year, in the latter capacity, be- passed up the street enroute to the Meservey of Lincolnville in a quiet useful gifts were received. The 15011 and Mr and Mrs Clarence
Several members of Pine Cone will meet tonight at K. P. hall at
| tween Omaha and San Francisco (station, it was noticed that the top | ceremony which took place at 7 happy couple left foi\a honeymoon Th°mas enjoyed a weekend motor
Troop, Girl Scouts, hiked Saturday 8 o'clock; supper at
After closing out his bu.^ness af- »a-. covered with rice, evidently I o<.lock Frlday.
at the home trip which will Include a visit to tri,> Ulrou8h the Oreen Mountains
to Knox Arboretum for an InterAt the meeting of the Contract I Holl.vwooa— (Exclusive)—Summer '
the New York Worlds Fair, after and New Hampshire.
esting afternoon. They were Missclub Friday prizes fell to Mrs. Wilvacations Are Over and all Holly- fairs in Omaha Mr. Moody came thrown there by friendly hands. The’of the officiating clergyman. Rev which they will go to Summit. N 1 Miss Mabel Howe, manager of the
back
East
and
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a
chain
of
Courier-Gazette
in
company
with
,
Corw
in
H
Olds
of
the
Congrega
Jane Miller, lieutenant; Miss Ruth uam Boynton of South Cushing. w(xxj. is beginning on a new year— 1
J. where they will be guests of lecal telephone office, returned
Butler, second lieutenant: Joan
Miss Harriet Dunn and Mrs. May- ,he moVies fiscal year runs from dry
... gools stores in Bath Wate.- hosts of friends wish that they may tiOnai Church in Rockland The the bride's uncle and aunt, Mr and Monday to the office after a two
slngie rlng ceremony was used
Crle, Betty L. Seeklns. Ruth Snownar(j Spear. The next meeting will gept. 1 to Aug. 31 . . . It’s Happy I '* e’ Lewiston. Bangor, Fairfield iiVe long and prosper.
weeks' vacation.
Veer in the eltv-and what a I Thoma-,ton and Old Town
The weddin« of Henr>' C Moody The bride was attractively gowned Mrs. George Anderson at Hotel j “Ted" Jensen, who spent the
man, Patricia Roes, Nancy Libby, be,at the home of Mrs. William
Surburban. On returning they will
new
veaH
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coming
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rwed
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for
the
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of
Omaha.
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.
and
Miss
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with
wine
accessories,
Helen Lynch and Gay Stetson.
Robinson in Warren.
i Summer at Boothbay Harbor, is now
new year, me mi g
i ness had progresSed only a few years I Prince Watts, daughter of the late The couple were unattended. They reside in Rockland.
Miss Elenia Woodcock is attending
, employe* at Libby’s Pharmacy.
from
Sept.
1.
1940
to
Aug.
31
1941
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con
Everett-Wilson
before ,t encountered panic No. 2,capt. Artemas W. Watts of this will make their home in Llncolnthe Golden Beauty Culture School
neetlon with this marriage are that
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at
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the
best
wishes
of
their
at Portland.
the ceremony took place in the old- Ronald Co.man and Ginger Rogers,
changes in this great Fifth In
The ensuing six years found Mr. the Baptist Church. This gave an friends will follow them.
First Lieut. Warren O. Feyler of J., newsapaper, is of interest to dustry since A1 Jolson spoke a
est Methodist Church in the State wli aPP*ar at the Comique The
.
Fort McKinley spent the weekend Thomaston people: "Thelma Wilson, magic line from the screen and the Moody covering the New England i opportunity for people to attend
of Maine, and also that Rev. Mr. atre Wednesday and Thursday. The
territory for James Risk & Co.. New both ceremonies. The church audi- ,nJured *" FaU
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Birch
W.
at his home. Mrs. Feyler went
talkies w’ere born. The most im York commission merchants. Then torium was elaborately decorated 1 Mrs. Vellie Simmons met with a Fowle, on performing this marriage feature today is "The Golden
Monday to Portland, where she Wilson of Tuckahoe, and John W. portant bit of news is that fewer
established a record for himself Fleecing" with Lew Ayres ana Rita
Everett tf Cinton. son of Mrs. lower-priced pictures (commonly be was one of three men who bough: . with autumn cut flowers, arranged serious accident late Saturday aft- as being the only minister known i John^00has an apartment for the Winter.
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length
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of
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Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark. Mr.
called “B" films) will be made . . .
William E. Vinal, Edward O'B.
tyie front stairs at her home on to have united in marriage six Feted at Surprise Party
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Mrs. William Jacobs for Oscar
But let’s be glad that we can j
er0US SUm Of money waa Pre-sented
When Mr. Upham entered the r^Tid silc? h^h^1 Cri^|S
Gould on his 81st birthday. Re roses. The maid of honor. Miss hear singing and laughter instead tired, spending his Winters in j entered, preceded by Fred Moody
anJ? *in“
***" employed to them and a icnjc ,
Brookline. Mass , and his Summers I .brother of the groom) and Miss house by a back entrance he found
freshments were served and In- < Rose Slia, wore a dress of autumn of exploding bombs.
at the E B. Crockett store in Rock- i 5Prved ■
in Thomaston, where his home is ‘n Nettie Watts, who wore a pretty, ber wed?ed againstthe front
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Hollywood
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hand a bouquet of white roses. Then th°ug.h consci°us- H" rJ«ht a™ from Rockland High School, In 1935 Edgar Horton, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
McNully of Michigan was best man.
and
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employed
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bookkeeper
broken and
Knight and daughter Pearl, Mr. and
Dinner was served to the bridal from her New Hampshire Summer j He is a 32d degree Mason; also! came the bride leaning on the arm and eft wrist were
Oet direct party at the Toms River Hotel and farm home. Her next film will be ! belonging to Claremont Comman- 0( the bridegroom and In this order severe cuts about the head and at the Waldoboro Garage in Rock Mrs. Fred Elwell, Mr, and Mrs„
relief from
in "January Heights'’ .. . Walt Dis dery of Rockland, and Tangier Tern- theT moved up the main aisle to the
caU9ed a 8reat blood loss. Dr land.
George Start, and son Hilton, Mr.
discomforts... rub the couple spent the weekend at ney's newest feature "Fantasia" is
----. .Omaha
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and Mrs. John Horton. Mr. and Mrs.
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Among those who have returned Mrs. Arthur Hunt, Mrs. Albert
tram, and adorned with white the Camden Emergency Ambulance.
Miss B: lie K. Coates, daughter of ports are that it will be one of the
.n "here she still remains a patient. to their winter homes are: Mr and Parks. Mrs. Helen Hunt, Mrs. ColMrs Moody is a daughter of the feather trimming ck.
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aston and Robert M Anderson, son film.
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re iller condfii°n *•’> considered serious. Mrs. Frank Booth and son Henry to
of Capt. and Mrs. Anders Anderson
There's no need for Charlie Chan j aston, and Is a member of the Con- ° J* * <r° P a
New York city; Mr and Mrs. Sid and Mrs. Stanley Meservey and
combe performed the marriage cere____
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Today and Wednesday
of Rockland, were married Satur fans to worry—20th Century-Fox , gregational Church .In that town,
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.
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, Mrs. Simmons lived alone, her hus- ney Chase to Haverhill, Mass.; Mrs. daughter Mary, Mrs. Lucy Bryant,
mony with his accustomed grace.
day night at Rockland by Rev, J. will continue this very popular ! ahe tracM her ancestry back
■m,. *ceremony
.. .........concluded,
....
,h.
Mr and Mrs. Leolar Mank, Pearl
The
the ennn
coupiee 1)8having died about two years M. L. Holden to Newton. Mass.
ago.
series, making three pictures a R<,V0lutjOnary stock
John Easton of Arlington, Mass., Start and daughter Brenda, Mrs.
passed out by the main aisle as the
year. Sidney Toler and his Chinese j Mr Mood with much ldfc t,me
Edna Start. Miss Bertha Start, the
Dedication of Children
returned home Tuesday.
son No. 2 have been re-signed. The j Qn his hands ]ikes nQthi
bett<!r familiar wedding march was played,
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than to tinker with carpenter's tools, dence of the bride's mother on High at the Baptist Church with a large guests Sunday of their daughters Alton and Albert Horton, all of
Over
New
York"
is
ready
for
re

A HUNDRED ELECTRIFYING
j Camden; Mrs. Elwood Hart sons
and among his belongings is a full street where a dainty wedding attendance. The Wooding Singers, in Augusta.
lease.
Mrs. Ray R. Allen and Miss Eliza- I Linwood, Walter and daughter
set. Then, of course, there are al breakfast was served.
ADVENTURES IN THIS NEW
a
traveling
troupe
of
14
Negro
sing

Eecause he was a hit in "Brig
ways odd chores to do around any
The couple received many beau ers. presented two Negro spirituals beth McCauley of New York city Betty of Montvillle, Arthur Hawes
ham Young,” Dean Jagger will get
HIT BY THE AUTHOR OF
are spending several days at the and Miss Miriam Hawes of Melrose
home. Both Mr. and Mrs. Moody tiful presents, including articles In which were greatly enjoyed.
one of the top roles in the exciting
Pointed Firs.) Mass.
are avid readers.
“NORTHWEST PASSAGE”
silver,
crystal
and
bronze,
a
hand

An
impressive
part
of
the
service
story “Western Union," the late
Mrs. Lester Spencer and son Les- I
The parents’ interest centers some water color being the gift of was the dedication of children a
Zane Gray's last novel. Others in
around three fine children.
five young ladies, an exquisite Bohn ceremony oonducted by tlie pastor. ter of Connecticut are guests of luncheon and opening of the gifts.
the cast will be Don Ameche. Bren
//,
The daughter, Mildred, attend 'd vase, and one in Royal Worcester Rev. C. V. Overman, in which her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Miss Alvalene Pierson has em
da Joyce, Randolph Scott, and
the Bos’on School of Physical Cul ware, the groom's gift to the bride these children Received the bless Hooper.
ployment at the Rockefeller Foun^
Mary Astor. It will cost a mere
The Farm Bureau women tend dation in New York city.
I
two million dollars and will be ture, and prior to her marriage to being handsome diamond ear drops. ing of the church: Laurie, son of
ered Miss Esther Dunham a shower
Donald
Robbins
of
Boston,
taught
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
MacFarMrs.
Moody
’
s
traveling
suit
con

filmed in color.
Thursday night in honor of her ap
For each quart of milk she pro
Rosalind Russell and Melvyn at Stanley Hall. Minneapolis; and sisted of a blue plaid pattern dress land; Maynard Warren and Helen
proaching marriage. A social eve duces, a cow must have three quarts
Bryn
Mawr,
Philadelphia.
After
his
Louise,
children
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
THURSDAY
with
garment
and
hat
to
match.
Douglas have been signed to coning vas spent following a late of water.
ON THE STAGE
star in a comedy entitled "This death she took a course in physio Mrs. Brown’s was a garnet plaid pat Maynard Pierce; W'nona Marie,
Second Edition of
Thing Called Love" . . . Douglas therapy at Harvard Medical School, tern with garment to match ana Sylvia and Herbert Alton, children
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bryant.
recently appeared in "He Stayed and now has a position In one of garnet hat.
Detroit
’
s
large
hospitals.
Rev. Mr. Overman chose as ser
Th&
ladies
’
fathers
were
first
For Breakfast.’’
The sons—Percy Winslow Moody cousins; they had attended the mon subject, “Building for Eter
"Strike Up the Band" is socko
nity’. At the Chtiftian Endeavor
entertainment from beginning to and Kenneth W. Moody, are gradu Thomaston schools and Normal
meeting Miss Leollne Wilson was
ates
of
the
Massachusetts
School
of
School
together.
The
gentlemen
are
end. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Judy
Garland. Paul Whiteman and his Technology (1915) and Amherst in business together and have been the leader and vccal solos were
sutig by Donald Veit.
orchestra. June Preisser, William College (1921) respectively. Percy very successful.
A union service was held with
Both
brides
had
very
extensive
Tracy. Larry Nunn . . . Story: That
'em
trousseaux. Among Mrs Moody’s the West Rockport Church at which
of a high school boy’s (Mickey)
the scribe Was shown a handsome time the officers of the newly or
dream to have a famous dance
GR
APHIC
'S
j
garnet house dress trimmed with ganized Young People's Society of
band—In fulfilling this desire the
i variegated striped silk from her that Church were installed an im
kids put on a big dance and a
When that first Fall cold wave strikes, you
1 grandmother’s wedding dress, and a pressive candlelight ceremony be
grand show and finally end up win
! tea gown of black henrietta with ing used.
ning a nation-wide high school
can’t just wave a wand, say “Presto!**— and
THEATRE
,
I feather trimming and long full Kaler-Crockett
Came :n
let 25 I ■
dance band contest by Paul Whitefind eoal in your bin. No, you've got to pre
’ front of blue satin brocade, damask
man.
A wedding of interest to friends
• • • •
! over 200 years old, from the wed- in this vicinity took p&ce Sunday
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
pare for Fall and Winter eomfort before cold
dress of her great-great-grand- afternoon at the Qox Memorial
"City For Conquest". Cast: James
weather actually arrives. That** why we urge
“LUCKY PARTNERS” i1 ding
mother, as fresh and handsome as Methodist CliurchjBi* Hallowell
Cagney, Ann Sheridan, Frank
RONALD COLMAN
you to order your Fall supply of D&H An
when new.
when
Miss
Ph?
Ills
Wjfi^ie.
daugh

Craven, Donald Crisp, Frank Me- I
GINGER ROGERS
ter of Mr. and Mrs* Roland Crockett
Hugh, Arthur Kennedy, George To
thracite now. It’s pure, clean and guaranteed.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
bias, and Joyce Compton. A dark I
of this town became the bride of
Lucky Partners Night
TEL.
CAMDEN
2502
LAST TIMES TODAY
story of people in their conquest
Harold Benjamin Kaler, son of Mr.
All New Faces, New Acts
“STRIKE UP THE BAND’
CALL 487
TONIGHT
CHARLES A. LUNDELL and Mrs. Clinton E. Kaler of Rock
for success—of how some taste it
ON THE SCREEN
Mickey
Rooney,
Judy
Garland
CAMDEN, ME.
•‘MARGIE*
and lose it—Cagney a fighter who i
land. Rev. F. F. Fowle, pastor of
“The Golden Fleecing”
with
reaches the top by his boxing and
i the Church, officiated using ’lie
Accordion Lessons
f
LEW AYRES
NAN GREY
| single ring service. Members of
his brother who reaches it by set
RITA JOHNSON
Class or private lessons, latter at
ROCKLAND ME.
ting the pulse of New York to mu
your home. Let me quote and the immediate families witnessed
Townsend National Convention
sic .. . Slightly depressing at times.
the
ceremony.
demonstrate new or used accor
CASH NIGHT, S1S0
The bride was gowned in wine
dions.
112-lt
favorite Pennsylvania hard coal
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
velvet hat to match, apd woie a
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Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel have re
turned from a short vacation trip,
visiting in Portland and Massachu!setts.

AMES HARPER WEDDING

Chinese Wedding

Unique Exhibit
Lady Knox Chapter,
D. A. R., Displays Curios
From the Dim Past

This And That

An Interesting Ceremony
At Community Building
Running True to
Ancient Form

Stephen Accardi of New York is
visiting at his home on Trinity
| street.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. met
—
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine
Mr. and Mrs. Burton O. Bickyesterday at the home of Mrs. 1
Something out of the ordinary
notored to Skowhegan, Friday,! more accompanied by Mrs. Oscar; Dr. C. D. North went Saturday to
Donald Fuller on Broadway. Re
locally
was the Chinese wedding
where Mr. Constantine gave several Bickmore, Mrs. Cheever Ames and ' the Boston Diagnostic Hospital for
ports from various committees
solemnized
Friday night in the
Mrs
Earle
Bickmore
were
weekend
i
observation.
He
was
accompanied
vocal selections, which were very
were given, and Mrs. Mary Perry 1
Community Building tower room,
well received, at a meeting of the visitors in Boston and Reading, by Mrs. North and his sister, Mrs.
Rich gave a three-minute talk on
, Merle Thomas. -His condition is re
Townsend Club at the Orange hall. Mass
national defense, reading from
an interesting and authentic play
_____
; ported to be much improved and
They were overnight guests of Miss
the handbo-ik of the D.A R. re
written by a former missionary to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wheaton he wlu return home s®™ time 0115
Amy Sherman at the home of Mr.
garding dve great documents of
Read, and read good books, The China, and presented under the
ind Mrs. W. H. Dunham, Augusta. and Miss Mildred Gillette of Lex- ! wee'cAmerican history, beginlng in 1215
fountain
of wisdom flows through auspices of the Arts and Crafts So
the Migna Charter in England;
ington Mass., spent the weekend at j
Opportunity Class of the First Holiday Beach.
Mrs. Margaret Philbrook left
1623. the Maytlower Compaot; 1776. books to you If you are willing to ciety.
Baptist Church met Thursday night I
-------! Sunday for Winthrop, Mass , where
Declaration ol Independence; 1787, read real literature.
Costumes used by the cast and
• • • •
tt the home of Mrs. Clara Emery
Mrs. Edith North of Orr’s Island she
** 8 Kuest of Mrs. Alice
Constitution of United States; Jan
the ushers were beautiful, in bright
Britain
stands
a
splendid
beacon
1. 1:63 Emancipation Proclamation.
l.imerock street. Thirty-four mem- j is the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Babb for a week
and soft colors embroidered with
Mrs. Harry Levenseler is the light to ihe world, so much of which beautiful flowers and designs. Mrs.
oers were present and 51 calls re- ' Walter Barstow. Ocean street.
chairman of American Red Cross, is now in darkness. Human destiny Damie Rose Gardner, ably accom
?orded. The annual business meet-I
-------Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spear and
and all work and articles made Is at stake, and Britain should al panied by Mrs. Faith Berry, sang
ing and election of officers was j The Misses Lois Lindsey, Kath- son Donald of Portland visited Sunshould be reported to her for a ways be spoken of as "Great "At Dawning" In a pleasing manner,
held. The following officers were erine Blackman and "Billy" Aylward day with Mrs. Spears mother, Mrs.
Britain" after her splendid heroic
monthly report to headquarters.
elected: President, Mrs. Lillian were hostesses recently at a surprise Mae Daggett and called on friends.
and was encored singing "My Lady's
The program was most interest stand against evil and hordes of Shoes.”
Joyce; vice presidents, Mrs.. Fran- j party, in honor of Miss Madelyn
------:es Clark, Mrs. Elvie Wooster; sec- McConchie's 16th birthday annlver- ! Mr and Mrs. A P. Russell have
ing. being a display of antiques and menace that would put the civilized
In the wedding party were Mrs.
etary. Mrs. Corris Randall; trees-i sary, at her home on Crescent i returned from Canton, where they
hobbies, some very rare and un world Into utter darkness and ruin.
Evelyn Peaslee, the bridegroom;
• • • •
rrer, Mrs. Ada Prescott; Missionary street. Games furnished diversion. ‘were guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. A.
usual articles being displayed, and
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg, the bride;
"In the Arctic they live on candles
their histories given. Among them
Treasurer, Mrs. Helen McKinney; i first prize in the scavenger hunt Waite, and attended Sunday the
Mrs. Elizabeth Peaslee, the grand
were fluted candlesticks engraved and blubber.”
welfare committee, Miss Edwinna going to Miss Linudsey and Ronald Russell family reunion at the home
mother, and head of the household,
of
his
brother,
Abbott
Russell
in
"Well,
if
I
had
to
eat
candles,
I
with
grapes
pomegranates,
that
Jipson; White Cross Work, Mrs ' Lufkin, and the consolation, to Miss
by virtue of her age; Mrs. Flora
were 135 years old, shown by Mrs. think I would, too.”
Hattie Richards. After the busi- Ruth Robinson and Robert Kalloch Poland.
Merchant, groom's mother; Miss
•
•
•
•
\
Eva Wisner; a paper written many
nes.5 meeting the following program Two birthday cakes were featured
Maude Hall, groom’s father; the
Miss
Ethel
Knight,
who
has
beben
years
ago
by
a
member
of
Mrs.
in
the
refreshments.
Other
guests
More
than
1,000,000,003
barrels
of
wes enjoyed: Reading, Mrs. Alice
bride's attendant. Miss Virginia Ul
residing on Linden street, has
Winnie Karls fumily. protesting to I crude oil were produced in America mer; sister attendant, Miss Marion
McIntosh; vocal duet, Mrs. Lillian prpesent were the Misses Virginia
1
moved
to
an
apartment
at
the
home
the town the taxing of a Church so last year.
Joyce and Mrs. Mildred Havener; Wittiam Pauline Beal. Gloria
Freeman, and brother attendant,
of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Richardson,
• • • •
ciety; a 141 year-old family regis
nano solo, Helen McKinney; fol- Witham and Margaret Johnson, and
Miss Annie Brooks. The acting was
Broad
street.
ter exhibited by Mrs. Adele Bird;
The Italians used watermarks on superbly done by each and every
owed by games. Refreshments were Joseph Anastaslo. Donald Kalloch,
hand wrought nails used in Mrs. paper as long ago as the 13th
erved by the hostesses, Mrs. Alice David Bicknell, Donald Fogg, Robert
one, the mixed humor and sincere
The fourth of the popular Cham
Rich's home on Old County road, century.
Kaler, Mrs. Ada Prescoti, and Mrs. Powell, Lincoln McRae and Donald ber of Commerce Auxiliary teas will
pathos of the ancient ceremony
•
•
•
•
the
second
oldest
house
in
the
town
Goldman.
tiara Emery.
holding the appreciative audience
be held Friday afternoon from 3 to
of Camden, and also an original
Naval officers appointed by the n attention.
5 o’clock, in the Chamber rooms in
hand made Indian arrowhead; a Secretary of the Navy, under direc
Description of the costumes
Community building. Mrs. Putnam
beautiful cameo worn by Mrs. tion of the President, govern the
would be difficult in mere words.
P. Bicknell and Mrs. Edwin L
Maude Blodgett, which belonged to islands of Samoa and Guam, both
The bride wore a Chinese antique
Brown are in charge, and they will
her great aunt who was born in United States possessions.
costumf of delicate nile green em
be assisted by Mrs. Horatio C
1830; a book printed in 1718. shown
• • • •
broidered with flowers, which was
Cowan, Mrs. John M. Pomeroy, Mrs
by Mrs. Hattie Davies, and Mrs.
England imports more eggs than
Fred L. Linekin, Mrs. Sumner C
Clara Watts had two salt cellars the rest of the world combined. Its oaned by Mrs. Harriet Merriam
Perry, Mrs. Herman R. Winchenwhich her great-grandmother had main sources of supply are Aus The groom's attirement consisted
of a Mandarin coat embroidered in
baugh, Mrs. Burton E. Flanders
125 years ago.
tralia, China, Denmark, Ireland
Mrs. Allan J. Murray, and Sffrs
Miss Caroline Stanley showed and the Netherlands. England gold, and which is over 100 years
old. The buttons on the coat were
Harold Savage. Invitation to at
three antiques, a decorated card
must be suffering for want of them genuine gold, hand carved, and was
tend is extended to all newcomers
case, a postage stamp holder and
now and it is hoped that this loaned by Mrs. Helen Carlson.
in this section, to enjoy the social
sand holder used for blotting;
country can help out.
The grandmother wore a black
afternoon.
Especially urged tc
while Mrs. Alice Cobb had an an
• • • •
velvet jacket trimmed with blue
attend are the wives of members
tique
picture
frame
containing
pic

Beethoven, the great and be
Maynard Ames and Bride
of the Chamber of Commerce, and
tures of ancestors.
Mrs. Alice loved musician, showed symptons silk, and black silk trousers
those who know of new residents in
Miss Eleanor Frances Harper, beautifully decorated in autumn Karl's contribution was an array of of deafness at the age of 28. yet trimmed with blue embroidery. The
the city are asked to notify Mrs daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank R. leaves and bright Fall flowers.
bells, including every size and he kept up his marvelous musical groom's mother wore blue linen
with bands of hand sewn black,
Savage.
Harper became the bride Sunday I A reception followed at the home j shape, asd all kinds of materials, works for some years.
which was made in the Swatow
afternoon of Maynard Arthur | of the bride s parents, at 15 Gurdy Mrs. Fuller had a huge bottle full of
• • • •
Baptist Girls’ School in China, and
Banana Oocoanut ice cream, Ames, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J street. In charge of the guest . pennies, ar.d Miss Ellen Cochran
How Rockland residents would is owned by Mrs. Carlson The
made from pure fruit and shredd- L. Ames of Owls Head. The cere- ' book was Miss Priscilla Staples showed a dainty cup. saucer and
have enjoyed the treat given the father of the groom had a pongee
less coconut at all E. tt M. Ice mony took place in the First Bap- , and those serving were the Misses mug from Ireland, which belonged
Warren Woman’s Club In listening suit, with which he wore a mantle
Cream dealers.
119-121 tlst Church, Rev. J. Charles Mac- ! Helen Coltart. Charlotte Staples to her great-grandfather, who was
to Mrs. Helen Day Philbrook of
and Josephine Pellicane.
Donald officiating.
the first orthodox minister in Bel Shelburne, N. H., an authority on of black silk embroidered with silk
The young couple then left on fast. Mrs. Ella Buffum had a small “Herbs and Herb Gardens." Mrs flowers. This was loaned by Mrs.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father. She wore a dress a honeymoon tour of unannounced basket full of dolls that she has Philbrook has developed a remark Elizabeth Peaslee.
Ushers were the Misses Rosalie
of blue velvet with matching ac- destination. Mrs. Ames wearing a bought on her travels, some from able herb garden of her own. and
ceasories. and carried a bouquet of traveling suit of blue trimmed with Sicily, Leipeig. Germany and one besides being a rare floriculturist Harvey and Arlene Sprowl .and
pink roses. Her sister, Mrs. G. grey, with blue accessories. On re- particularly attractive one bought Is a delightful and highly cultured Miss Mildred Perrin was in charge
Bradley Dennett of Crescent Beach turn, they will reside in Owls Head. in Germany, with a china head and lady In many lines of aptitude. of tickets.
In China, the wedding ceremony
Mrs Ames graduated from Rock- feet, that was dressed by Mrs. Buf- She has a rare musical voice and
was matron of honor, and was attakes place at the home of the
tired in wine velvet with matching ■ land High School in 1937, and is l'um s sister.
many other accomplishments.
groom, instead of the bride, and
accessories. Her bouquet was of employed in F. W. Woolworth Co.
Mrs. Wilhelmlna Fogg had a
• • • •
none of the bride's relatives attend
yellow chrysanthemums.
Ansel Mr. Aines graduated from Rock- candlestick that was made by her
“Human nature is a strange
Young of Owls Head was best man. land High School in 1936 and is ’great grandfather, a hand carved thing. New the things that inter except her attendant. The wedding
Kenneth Hooper. Kent Stanley and employed in the V. A. Leach store. ivory fan from China, and another est me may not interest you at Is arranged between the two fann
ies by an elderly woman who is
Out of town guests were Mr. and French fan that dates back to 1821. all."
Alfred Young were ushers.
-ailed the go-between, Mrs. Helen
Lohengrin's Wedding March and Mrs. Frederick B. Jagels of WoodMrs. Mabelle Rose's hobby Is
"Quite true, but there are com
the recessional from Mendelssohn's fords. Mrs. Ethel W. Dennett of collecting miniatures, and she dis pensations. It interests me tc Carbon taking that role in Friday
Bridal Chorus were played on the Gorham. Miss Eunice A. Shevlin played a tea party setting. There observe the things you are inter night's presentation and who con
organ by Mrs. Elsa Constantine. of Portland. Miss Violet Gagne of was a tiny fireplace, with a clock ested in that do not give me the ducted the service.
The bride and groom never see
who also played "At Dawning" be- I Lewiston and Mr. and Mrs. Charles on the mantle, and a cat and dog slightest twinge of interest."
each other until the day of the
fore the service. The church was 1 Faulkingham of Lincolnville.
sitting before the fire. Candle
• • • •
wedding, and then he greets her at
sticks were on the tea table, and
Someone defines education as
First Lieut. Everett K. Mills of ] The Junior Rubinstein Club will I the tea service came from Belgium. "Such an enlargement and intensi the door and carries her across the
Fort McKinley spent the weekend meet Wednesday night at 7 o’clock | •' howl of flowers were from the fication of a man's cultural re ‘hreshold, signifying that she be
at his home on Masonic street place. In the Community Building east New York World’s Fair, and book- sources as will enable him to solve longs to him. As each member
| room.
ends wlth 8 ®et of four books that his problems to become a useful of the bridal party enters the
came from Philadelphia and other citizen, to serve his fellowmen, and room, he must first bow to the go
Comer Club was entertained Frl-------to gain his maximum share of between, and then take three deep
EVERY Florence Oil Heater carries a Certified Heater Facts
day afternoon at the home of Mrs
Mrs. George Brown of Everett, small articles.
Others who did not bring an ex durable aesthetic and spiritual and bows before the ancestral tablets.
L
J.
Shuman,
high
score
in
cards
Mass.,
has
closed
her
cottage
at
that gives you its heating capacity and other impdrtant
The ancestral tablets are the
hibit told of some hobby, or an Intellectual satisfaction." Good.
going to Mrs. Mida Packard. Re- Ingraham Hill Xpr the season,
names of male ancestors who have
information. It’s there to help you buy! Florence builds, tests
• • • •
tique in their possession. Mrs.
freshments were served.
Presque Isle is really the seat of fled, engraved in gold and kept In a
and tags these heaters out of vast resources and the experience
Mrs. Grace Allen. S-ott street. Annatoyn told about her hand
carved
Chickering
piano,
the
nrst
that
old game of “potato barrel cnertsi cupboard, which the men
The Blue Bor.net Troop of Girl who is a patient at the Maine Oenof more than 65 years. You play safest when you buy Florence.
worship).
ever
made,
and
Mrs.
Carlson
de

rolling" and they have a fine time
Scouts will sponsor a card party eral hospital in Portland would
When the bride and groom enter,
scribed
an
old
olue
and
white
cover

contesting
in
the
international
po

enjoy
hearing
from
her
friends.
Oot. 17, in the tower room at Com
We’ll help you choose the right heater. In the big line we’re
they go through the same perform
let.
tato
rolling
championship
contest
munity building. On the commit
ance, and then make three deep
• • • •
A social hour followed during
showing now, there’s a model to fit your need and budget!
Henry E. Edwards left for his
tee in charge are Mrs. Seymour
Jews to each other, their heads
which
the
hostess
served
delicious
"Can
you
let
me
have
a
dollar
Cameron. Mrs. Ecward Chisholm, heme in Birmingham. Mich., the last
touching the floor on each bow.
refreshments,
assisted
by
Mrs.
for
a
month,
old
boy?"
Mrs. Raymond Perry. Mrs. Elmer of the week, having in mind travel
They beth drink from a loving cup
Annatoyn,
Mrs.
Ella
Buffum,
Mrs.
"What
in
time
can
a
month,
old
Trask a,nd Mrs. Floyd Reams.
ing through the beauty of the
banded to them by the go between,
White Mountains and the New Eng Alice Cobb. Mrs. Mary Cooper and boy, do with a • dollar?"
• • •
and as each are holding a strand of
Letter Writing Week. October 6-12. land Fall foliage which surpasses Mrs. Katherine Haines.
.ed cloth, the go-between ties the
And
isn't
it
with
Joy
one
can
the world for glory of color. Mr
"Hail ye small courtesies of life, wo strands together In a knot, and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Daggett
of
Edwards
comes
early
and
stays
late
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
for snyioth do ye make the road pronounces the bride and groom to
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for in his beautiful home at Ash Point Glens Falls, N. Y., are visiting Mr.
of it, like the grace and beauty be man and wife.
Dresses. Complete stocks always | and makes Rockland and his friends Daggett’s mother, Mrs. Lena Mer
During the ceremony, Mrs Berry
which beget inclinations to love
on hand. New merchandise coming | here happy by his presence and rill, Rankin street.
at first sight; 'tis ye who open the softly played the,. “Ode to Conin every day at moderate prices. , friendly
cerapanicnship.
He
’ucius." Mrs. Oardner. Mrs. Berry
a genuine Florence Circulating Oil
Word has come that Miss Made door and let the poorer one in to
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, ' planned to take at least two weeks
share thy blessings whatever they and Mrs. Carlson wore stunning
line
Bird
is
in
a
hospital
in
Tren

School
street,
Rockland.
107tf
|
of
enjoyment
on
this
journey
West.
Heater—all ready to provide your
icstumes, richly embroidered, that
ton, N. J., having been knocked may be.”
I
• • • •
were loaned by Mrs Oardner
home and your family with the ut>
down by an automobile. No serious
Funds from the performance will
William Dean Howells when a
injury was experienced, but she was
be divided between the Chinese Remost in winter comfort!
badly bruised and will remain in boy, worked as a typesetter in his
fathers printing efflee. It is re lef fund, and the development of
the hospital for several days becouse
the local Arts and Crafts Society
of general shock. Miss Bird was in ported that on or.e occasion his
projects. Any local church mission
the proper scheduled zone for pe services brought near disaster up
society wishing to have the presendestrian when struck, and was seen on his father's establishment,
"Kcn repeated for a benefit of mis
by a policeman who said there was Young Howells was .supposed to
set up this line: “The showers at sions in China, may get in touch
no carelessness on her part.
Martin’s Perry last week, though w.ui Mrs. Carlson.
copious, were not sufficient for the
James Blake of Torrington, Conn millmen." Unfortunately, when he letter Writing Week. Ortober 6-12.
has issued invitations to the mar came to the last word, he set it
riage
his daughter Jane to Har “milkmen".
old Marriott, son of Mr. and Mrs..
• • ♦ •
Powerful circulators, radiant heat
Robert Marrriott of Tenant's HarIn 1807 a Philadelphia physician
bobr, which takes place Oct. 11, at induced a chemist to prepare for
ers—whatever your heating need,
The long torso is outlined by
Providence, R. I
him carbonated water for one of
there’s a Florence Oil Heater to
the fagotted rayon satin in
his patients. This man conceived
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday the idea of adding fruit Juices and
serts that decorate this
fill it!
at 2.30 o’clock in the corner build sugar to this carbonated water idea
ing of the Baptist Church. The and thus was born the soft drink
figured batiste MisSimplicity.*
pregram will include, Report on the industry that is now world wide
The "pull” oi the elastic
• • • •
State convention by the delegates,
straps tapers the waist.
Recommendations of the State
One seldom thinks of the Brit
We Feature the
president and consideration of the ish possessions in the South Seas
Model 6716.
/.
program for the ensuing year.
numbering 15 islands, but the Solo
CASH OR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
mon group has that numocr.
• • • •
When one watches two rather
hefty youths on a slim bicycle, one
wonders that the thing keep up
A Permanent that is kind
Amazing new white
but it is said that the average
cosmetic cream —
to your hair
bicycle is capable of carrying a
painless, economic
load of ten times its own weight
al, easy and pleasant
All Beauty Aids at
• • • •
to use. Not irritating
to normal, healthy
Down in South America there
Popular Prices
akin. NAIR removes
is just one country that speaks
by GOSSARD
hair and fuzz c/ose
Portuguese and that is Brazil. The
to akin. No bad odor
others all speak Spanish and some
Let Our Corsetiere Fit You Properly—No Charge For Alterations
— leaves skin soft,
broken English.
clean, fragrant.
drug
• • • •
Try a tube
and
CASH OR TERMS AS DESIRED
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 1100 today.
d«pt.
MAIN STREET
Two large companies In Honduras
(lore.
control the banana industry.

|

Seejhis'Big

VALUE!

NOWON

DISPLAY

MANSFIELDS

The Portrait
Silhouette

SEE THEM TODAY!

Stonington Furniture Co.

lU5- 323 MAIN STREET,

Odorless Hair Remover

RILLING
KOOLERWAVE

ROCKLAND, MAINE M is 5 i m p I i c i t q

i.B , We carry the Famous Florence Range Burners, $19.95 and np.

PAYSON’S
BEAUTY SALON

A Municipal Pier
Capt. Frank Swift Of
Camden Boosts the Idea
At Belfast

Every-Other-Day
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TO THE RESCUE JRIJE STORY

Our Oldest Club

No Issue?
THEIR PATHS LEAD IN

What Happened To the Six-Masted
Schooner Mertie B. Crowley In 1910

OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
AND REST ON

i April 7—Annual meeting; ban-1
j quet. Entertainment by Program
I Committee.

Shakespeare Society Will The cast for King John:
Study “King John” and I KingJohn
'
Harrtet Pr08t
Prince Henry,
Josephine Rice
“The Winter’s Tale,”
Arthur, Duke of Bretagne,
Gertrude Wooster
This Season

American Boy
lags
Famous Magazine
Com
Th
panion To Thousands
—
Appeals To All Ages

different
Hundreds of thousands of boys
Foundations
Probably at no other time ln
Earl of Pembroke,
Evelyn Hix and young men read The American
The Shakespeare Society, organ- | Eari o{ Essex,
Aldana Spear
years than during the past Summer
lzed 51 years ago, has selected for' Earl of Salisbury
Emily
Stevens Boy Magazine every month and con
has the great need of a Municipal
(As told by Phillips N. Case, president of the Blair Manufacturing Co.)
Its program this season "King | -p^e Lord Bigot.
Elizabeth Otis sider lt more as a living companion
Pier been brought more to the at
John" and “The Winter’s Tale." At I Herbert DeBurgh,
Louise Duff than as a magazine.
(Third Installment)
(did reach the wreck, it could never
tention of citizens of Belfast.
j the opentngjpeetlng last night Mrs Robert Faulconbrldge.
“It’s as much a buddy to me as
It was here that Captain Jackson make the return trip, heavily ladWe wonder how many of our
Rosa Littlefield was hostess and
Nettie B Frost my neighborhood chum," writes one
his
gave
a
demonstration
of
hts
reened
w
jth
human
beings,
to
the
cut

citizens realize 'hat during the
Mrs. Leola Wiggin was leader. Philip, the Bastard.
high school senior. "The American
past 12 weeks Capt. "Frank Swift of sourcefulness which, in spite of ter. No. if a rescue were indeed
John In History and Story” was
Oertrude Burrows Boy seems to understand a boy's
Camden, who owns and operates J tbeir grave fears. caust"d a wave of
the subject of Miss Ellen Cochran's James Ourney, Elizabeth Pomeroy
possible it would have to be made
problems and considers them In
five schooners, which he has re- I admiration to sweep over those who
paper, which proved an interesting Peler oI pomfret, Katherine Derry
bjthe
fishermen;
more
than
that
such a sympathetic and helpful way.
conditioned into pleasure craft, watched anxiously from the shore,
prelude to the study of the play.
Philip. King of France,
It gives advice and entertaining
carried a total of over 800 vaca- 1 Skilfully he worked the Priscilla it would have to be made by Levi
The programs for the remainder
Ethel Lovejoy
reading on every subject in which a
tionlsts for the season
j throu«h
«ut ot
Jackson and his crew with the Pris
of the season are:
; Louis, the Dauphin,
Jane Beach young fellow is Interested. It is
These schooners have sailed out '-'hallow water betweenSkiff s Island cilla. for none other had succeeded
Oct. 21—Act 2 Xhe Women of the j Lymoges
Mabel Spring particularly helpful ln sports. I
of Camden Harbor every Monday and Wasque Point, the former makLucy Rhodes made cur school basketball team be
Drama. Miss Allot,Erskine; hostess, Cardinal Pandulph,
in beating out of Muskeget Chanmcrr.lnj for a week's cruise, as he ing a sllght lee which enabled him.
T , , v
Ella BufTuni cause of playing tips I read in The
Mrs. Olover; lewder, Mrs Wooster. Melun.
puts it. "to nowhere in particular. aflpr a terriflcbattle' to «et °ut of,nel
80 1111 looked 10 Uvl Jackx,n
Alice Erskine American Boy.”
Nov.
4
—
Act
3:
The
Channel
Ports
Chatillon.
just everywhere in general
along tile channel. Once outside. Levi whose reputation for skill and darOrace Lawrence
of England and France. Miss Queen Ellror.
Many famous athletes ln all sports
the coast.”
bcrp westerl>' through a slue of ing reached far up and down the
Rosa Littlefield credit much of their success to help
Spring; hostess,' Mrs. Burrows; Constance,
We
wonder if it is generally ' <ieePer water along the shore of coast. They knew for a certainty
Leola Wiggin ful suggestions received from sports
leader. Mrs. Helller.
Blanche of Spain.
known that from one to five of , Marthas Vineyard until clear of that he would make the attempt
Helen Orne articles carried in The American
Nov. 18—Act 4:A Comparison of Lady Faulconbrldge,
these
vacationing schooners have Ithe shoal and then worked his little and waited anxiously to observe
Arthur
with
Other
Children
ln
Lords
Boy Magazine. Virtually every issue
vessel
off
shore
as
rapidly
as
cirwhat
would
happen.
On
this
score,
been In cur harbor almost each
Shakespearean Plays, Mrs Otis; Citizens of Anglers
offers advice from a famous coach
week from the middle of June to cumstances would permit. Every Levi, himself, harbored no delusion;
Sheriff
hostess,
Mrs.
Hix;
leader,
Mrs
Rice.
or player.
Football, basketball,
fcot
of
the
distance
it
was
a
case
he
knew
that
he
was
the
picked
the middle of September, bringing
Dec. 2—Act. 5; Faulconbrldge. Heralds
track, tennis, ln fact every major
from ten to 50 persons each time of dod8ln8 the blind breakers which man; knew full well that he, his
The cast for The inter’s Tale:
the Typical Englishman. Mrs. Orne;
sport is covered In fiction and fact
within our gates to shop and spend rose without warning acccmpan- crew and his sloop would have to
Louise Duff articles.
Archidamus,
hostess,
Miss
Erskine;
leader.
Mrs.
ied
by
deafening
roars
like
broadbattle
the
seas
unassisted
and
withtheir money generally.
Edith Bird
Caniillo,
Teachers, librarians, parents and
Derry.
These vacationists have come as sides from a battleship. His course out hope of rescue if their skill and
Alice Jameson leaders of boys' clubs also recom
Dec. 16—The Winter’s Tale, Aft Leontes,
far as from California on the west. was necessarily a zig-zag one. Many proverbial good fortune failed them
Maud Comins mend The American Boy enthusias
I: Leonates Compared with Othello; Hermione.
and'the Canadian border on the werp
c:cse shaves: frequently at the crucial moment So calmly
Josephine Rice tically. They have found that as a
hostess, Mrs. Helller: leader. Mrs. Mamillius.
north, the Gulf on the south, to dld thty sheer off «harply
star- he braced himself for the great ad- [
Ruth EUlngwood general rule regular readers of The
Polixenes.
Comifis.
Mair.e on the east
board or pert barely in time to es- venture which, for aught he knew.
Louise Emery American Boy advance more rapidly
Dec. 30—Open meeting: Reading First Lady,
This is a unique Idea on the part cape ,hp ful1 fury of thp combers: might be his last.
Ellen Daly and develop more worthwhile char
pf a Modem Play
Second Lady,
of Capt Swift of Camden an old 2gain and agaln
cockpit was all
As those aboard the stranded i
Eva Hellier acteristics than do boys who do not
Jan 13—Act 2: The Twofold Antigonus,
time "salt."
His parties have but flIlpd: 11 was a casp
hang on schooner, which already appeared J
Oertrude Wooster read it.
Structure of the Play is Share- j First Lord,
been made up of both men and aRd bai1' while the tiny craft dove to be in imminent danger of break '
Rosa Littlefield
Trained writers and artists, fa
peare's Poldest Experiment in Dra- Paulina.
women The hfe on the schooners rePeatedlY until it seemed that she jng up. strained anxious eyes to
—The Kanul City Star.
Katherine Derry' mous coaches and athletes, explor
natlc Art. Miss Frcst; hostess. Mrs A Gaoler,
has been the life of the New Er.g- must surply goW thP twttom. and watch Levi Jackson in the Priscilla.
Alice Erskine ers, scientists and men successful
First Servant.
Drne; leader. Mrs. Lovejoy.
land sailor, except that a port was the steady rain of frigid water then scarcely more than a quarter
Aldana Speai in business and industry Join with
Second
Servant,
Jan
27_Act
3;
Perdita.
Mbs
ccated
every
square
inch
of
the
ol
a
mile
off-shore
from
the
wreck,
we
may
become
what
we
ought
tc
made each night, and the parties
Irene Walker tn experienced staff to produce ln
be. temples of the Holy Spirit Daly; hostess. Mrs. Walker; leader, Cieomenes.
would come ashore and go to the beat and men indiscriminatey with cautiously working his craft in closDora Bird The American Boy, the sort of read
Dion.
with the very presence of Ood ema Mrs. Pomeroy.
movies, dances, make purchases and ice. and all but froze the very blood er, one wonders whether they recogOrace
Lawrence ing matter boys like best.
Officer.
which
coursed
through
their
veins
nized
his
boat
and
knew
that
it
nating
from
our
lives.
Peb.
10
—
Part
of
Act
4:
Act
Four
!s
reutrn to the ship to sleep.
By Kenneth H. Cassens
Annie Pros’
The American Boy sells on most
Though I have sailed boats all my , was the man who had earned the
he Oreatest Shakespeare Ever A Mariner.
As an example of Just one item
Emily Steven* newsstands st B5c a copy. Subscrip
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The greatest handicap in visiting the waters as a result of experience schooner forced their hopes to being. Yet in point of fact, this ,
Belfast has been the lack of good gained in having been off-shore day , crowd logical fears out of their mysterious and vaguely understood
landing
accommodations.
We in and day out, in winter as well as minds; even Levi, if he thought force of human and Divine nature
have a nice harbor in which to in Summer, would he have much about it at all, which I doubt, must is the most potent thing in all the ,
spend the night, we have up-to- more chance of surviving, than he have known that none could justly world. An animal is subject to and
date stores, restaurants, hotel, etc, would If he were to Jump off the blame him if he were to abandon the victim of his environment. Man
makes his environment. Right then'
but the first impression formed brink of Niagara Falls into the such a reckless undertaking
| Certainly Levi did not for a single is the first essential evidence ot
from a poor pier at which to land whirlpools below
Therefore I feel the hopelessne-ss instant entertain the remotest idea spirit; a thing differing from and
is apt to discredit all the other fine
of trying to visualize and adequately of turning back. Also the spectators superior to soul < mind, or consci-,
things we ofler.
Not only is this true of parties to describe the ordeal which Levi On shore. Levi's neighbors, friends ousness, mean the same thing) with 1
such as Capt. Swift takes out. but Jackson and his fellow rescuers en- ( and relatives, knew from his previ- which it is often confused. The
it also is true as to our neighbors dured in driving their small sloop Ous exploits and acts of heroism, spirit is the true personality; using
who come from across the bay. eff-shore against the endless pro- knew from their intimate acquaint- the mind to control brain and
Ca6ttne. Dark Harbor, Bayside, and cession of white crested seas: giant ance with the man himself, that at body just as the mind ln turn uses
combers which, not content to wait1 SUCh times he was entirely oblivious the brain to control the body. The
Harborside. ’
Belfast is a beautiful city of beau for their prey, bore swiftly down on to personal danger; knew Just as Word of Ood indicates the spirit to
tiful homes and grounds, has a the beleaguered Priscilla, killing her ' wen as though they were aboard the be eternal frem the time of its gen
wonderful Park, one of the finest headway at each encounter and Priscilla, instead of miles away with eration. which apparently takes
harbors, but we do lack a good Mu even threatening to hurl her back their feet on solid ground, that Levi place at conception of the body.
May I, briefly present a proof of
nicipal Pier where sizeable craft to destruction on the beach; break- j Jackson would not return to Edgarers which buried her aft nearly to 1 town—lf return he did—until he the existence of spirit? In 1932 IJ
may land at any tide.
The cost to build a pier, that the cockpit before the gallant little bad been to the wreck and had at- came back to Maine from Phila
would stand and be suitable to our craft could lift her trembling nose I tempted to rescue every last per- delphia. Not cne single atom of the
needs, would run into quite a lot proudly skyward and shake herself j son aboard through whose veins still eyes, brain and body that saw and 1
of money. Here is our difficulty. free of the menacing burden of j coursed the blood of life Conse- experienced life in that city re
watched in mute si- mains. The wastage of cells, and ,
Belfast has a debt burden quite un foaming water; precipitous seas quently
like any other place of similiar which swept under the boat s keel I lence. more than one of them men- the continual replacement of dying I
size ln the State, but we hope that and on until half her length pro- j tally repeating a praver that Levi’s tissues with living ones has result-1
the day may not be too distant jected into space, there to poise for ' kil, wouid prove equal to the her- ed in two or more ccmplete changes
when we may be ranked among our split second before, bereft of sup- cuiean task which lay ahead of him. in my physical being. The memory I
neighbors along the coast as hav port, she dove headlong into the: and that fate and good fortune, cells of the brain ln which impres
ing one of the best Municipal Piers. deep trough where lime and again without which tragedy was fore-or- sions of that city,were stored have
It seemed as though she must surely ;dained. would be kind to him then gone and been replaced several
—From the Belfast Journal
be trapped and sunk by the next as tj,ey had been so eften in the times, for the major portion of our
comber before she could possibly past.
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